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ABSTRACT 
 

This thesis provides an analysis of the pricing on the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs, an industry 

and a market with scarce previous research. The industry is dependent on the activity levels of exploration and 

production companies (E&P), which in turn affects the earnings in the industry, namely the rig dayrate and the 

fleet utilization, the number of rigs operating on a contract.  

 

The pricing in the global secondhand market for purchase and sale of offshore drilling rigs are studied in the 

period from 2010 to 2019 through an estimated mispricing, which is conducted due to lack of sufficient data. 

The estimate is calculated as the difference between the transaction price and a fair value estimate of the rig at 

the time of sale. This fair value is based on the discounted future expected earnings over the remaining 

economic life of the rigs at the time of sale, following the income model modified by Kaiser (2014) which 

includes rig specific parameters. Capital expenditures related to extensive maintenance requirements, net 

working capital and contract values are additionally added to Kaiser´s (2014) modification. As there have been 

found no significant predictor of rig dayrates for more than one period ahead in literature (Adland, et. al, 2013), 

future rig earnings are based on historical industry performance.  

 

The estimated mispricing for 209 transaction samples are compared with market variables over time, including 

the oil price and rig dayrates. It is found that investors tend to pay above the estimated fair values of the rigs 

with an oil price above $70 per barrel, and rigs have been sold with a steep estimated discount after the oil 

price drop from August 2014. These tendencies are further evaluated with comparison of build costs and 

secondhand prices of rigs sold while under construction, which eliminates the dependence of estimated 

variables. It is similarly seen tendencies of investors willing to pay a premium for capacity increase in the 

period between 2011 and 2014, coinciding with high oil prices and dayrates, while rigs under construction was 

sold with a discount between 2015 and 2019.  

 

These tendencies were further tested statistically with OLS regression of the estimated mispricing variable and 

market variables including the oil price, rig dayrates and fleet utilization. With transformation to stationary 

variables, no statistical significant results were found, and the market variables can thus not be considered 

significant predictors of the pricing on the secondhand market. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
 

The offshore drilling industry is characterized as highly capital intensive, and dependent on the activity levels 

of oil exploration and production companies (E&P) (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The secondhand market for 

offshore drilling rigs allows industry players to trade assets, which is a timely alternative to the newbuild 

market for adding further fleet capacity, or means to divest assets (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). While there are 

currently approximately 800 drilling rigs in the global fleet, yearly transaction volume has not exceeded 60 rig 

exchanges per year over the past decade (Bassoe, 2020). For the past couple of years, transaction volume has 

been in the low-end, clearly illustrating an illiquid market.  

 

There are a few interesting cases which indicates that the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs might 

not be efficient, and that there have been mispricing in the past decade. It is peculiar that the Drillship West 

Polaris sold for $108 million in December 2014, and was six months later resold for $540 million. In February 

2019, a high specifications Jackup under construction was sold for $87 million, while a newbuild Jackup with 

the same specifications sold for $214 million in July 2012. The Bollsta Dolphin, a newbuild Semisubmersible 

sold for $400 million in December 2017, and while the buying company declared bankruptcy and liquidation 

one year later, it has struggled to find an interested buyer. With these examples in mind, it is highly interesting 

to find the cause of this price-setting.  

 

A comparable market, which is the secondhand market for freight vessels have extensive studies on the 

secondhand pricing. Early reseach have established freight rates as the main driver for pricing (Tsolakis et. al., 

2003), and the studies have developed so far that technical indicators are being tested for asset speculation on 

the secondhand market (Adland & Koekbakker, 2004; Chou & Chen, 2017; Lu et. al., 2013; Wu, 2010). The 

secondhand market for freight vessels is high-volume, thus large available data sets makes it possible to 

conduct modelling directly on historic prices (Hale & Vanags, 1992; Glen, 1997).  

 

Nonetheless, previous research on the offshore drilling industry is scarce, and studies on the secondhand 

market is non-existent. There has not even been found any significant forecasting of the dayrate, the most 

important measure in the industry, for more than one period ahead (Adland et. al., 2013). This thesis will 

therefore serve as one of the first studies of the pricing on the secondhand market in the offshore drilling 

industry. As transaction volume and historical data are fairly limited for analyzing pricing directly, this analysis 

of pricing has to be done by taking a de-route of comparing secondhand prices to estimated fair values. These 

fair values will be calculated based on the fair value of any asset; its discounted expected future cash flow at 

the time of sale. A secondhand price above or below the fair value will thus be the estimate of the mispricing 

on the secondhand market.  
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With the pricing on the secondhand market for freight vessels driven by freight rates, this thesis aims to find 

the driver for the pricing of drilling rigs in a similar fashion. The activity level of E&P companies affects the 

earnings in the drilling industry, namely the rig dayrate. This activity level is in-turn driven by the price of oil. 

The oil price and thus the rig dayrate and fleet utilization are therefore chosen as the market variables to start 

the research of the pricing on the secondhand market.  

 

The estimated mispricing on the secondhand market will be compared over time, and with developments in 

the oil price and rig dayrate, on available transaction data from 2010 to 2019. The lack of previous research 

might be due to little transparency in the drilling industry, and where access to any data is only available 

through high-priced analytics tools. The author is therefore in a unique position to conduct the study, with key 

industry know-how gathered over the course of two years from the finance department of an industry player, 

and with access to tools and databases above the average student. 

 

2.1 Research questions 

The purpose of this thesis is to assess the pricing in the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs over the 

period from 2010 to 2019. A set of research questions is therefore important, to limit the research, and for the 

thesis to work in a focused direction:  

 

What is the fair value of the rigs at the time of the sale, that is, what is the rigs expected to earn for the 

remainder of their lives? 

 

How does this fair value compare with secondhand prices, the oil price and dayrates, and over time? 

 

Can the assumed mispricing in the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs be explained by the oil price 

and rig dayrates? 

 

2.2 Thesis structure 

This thesis is structured around the fundamental analysis, which will estimate the fair values of the secondhand 

rigs at transaction date, and the empirical analysis, which will test the estimated mispricing with the oil price 

and rig dayrates. As such, the findings from the first analysis serves the foundation for the latter. Necessary 

market setting, theories and data collection is discussed which ultimately serves as background and input to 

the analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the thesis structure. 
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Figure 1: Thesis structure. Source: own creation 

In the third section, the drilling industry is reviewed, and the asset classes traded on the secondhand market is 

presented. Rig activity, the formation of the dayrate and contracting conditions are similarly reviewed. Lastly, 

the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs and the industry are presented. This section will get the reader 

familiar with market mechanisms, and will also present the rig specific considerations utilized in the analysis.  

 

In the fourth section, previous empirical research on the offshore drilling industry is reviewed, and these serves 

as background for the analysis. In case of little coverage from the drilling industry, other research on 

secondhand markets from comparable commercial assets are discussed. Section five presents the methodology 

for analysis of the secondhand market. Section six is the final foundation and input section before analysis, 

and illustrates the thesis data collection for the fundamental analysis and the empirical analysis, screening of 

the data and biases in the collected data.  

 

The following sections utilize the information reviewed on the industry, the literature and the data. Section 

seven is the main analysis, and evaluate and structure the inputs and data found in the previous sections, and 

model fair values of the secondhand rig transactions. Section eight evaluates the findings from the analysis, 

and these findings is the foundation for the final empirical analysis in section nine. This section test empirically 

the findings. The discussion in section ten evaluate the findings from the two analyses, and will provide 
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criticism of the findings, shortcomings in the thesis and the general data, and will provide some perspective of 

future research on the secondhand market.  

 

2.3 Delimitations 

Thesis delimitations is similarly to the research questions set to precise the scope of the thesis, but also to 

minimize the width of the research and analysis. Delimitations in the secondhand transaction type and time 

horizon will be conducted, in addition to exclusion of a few focus points which could be disturbing to the path 

of answering the research questions.  

 

It will only be focused on transactions on the secondhand market for further drilling purposes, that is, the buyer 

will continue to use the asset for the purpose it was built for. Estimating fair values of these transactions will 

thus not be for rig earnings, and it is otherwise difficult to estimate such earnings. Transactions for converting 

the rigs into other purposes or sold for scrap will therefore be excluded from the analysis.  

 

Natural delimitations occur due to the quality and volume of the data. The time horizon for the analysis will 

be from 2010 to 2019, which is the only available transaction data on the secondhand market. A full year 

approach is selected, so no analysis will be conducted on 2020, and the year 2019 is considered as the last full 

year.  

 

Each transaction is further viewed as a single rig transaction, and thus merger and acquisition activity will not 

be analyzed in detail, but included as extra data points if relevant. The newbuild market aside from transactions 

considered “secondhand”, will not be analyzed, but similarly included as data points. The rig upgrades market 

will not be considered, as there exists no available data here. The rigs included in the transaction data might 

have had significant upgrades beyond its original build specifications, but due to lack of data hereof, the 

estimation of fair values will be based on the original build year and specifications.  

 

The analysis is specified to be compared to the oil price and rig dayrates. The state, motive and behavior of 

the parties in a secondhand transaction will therefore be excluded from the analysis.  

 

The analysis is based on the pricing on the secondhand market in an historical and empirical approach, thus 

will not recent market developments be included in the analysis. The cutoff date for data is thus ultimo 

December 2019.  
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3 OFFSHORE DRILLING BACKGROUND  
 

The offshore drilling industry consists of companies that fully own and manage rigs on lease for Exploration 

and Production (E&P) companies and oil majors. There are currently around 800 offshore drilling rigs in the 

market today, where big players like Valaris, Transocean, Maersk Drilling, Diamond, Noble, Borr and Seadrill 

hold a significant portion of the total rig supply, in addition to many smaller companies (RigPoint, 2020). 

Industry players can be independent companies, or formed through joint ventures between established drilling 

companies and oil majors, and players can have drilling services as its core activity or only activity. 

  

When E&P companies acquire exploration licenses, rigs are leased to drill and complete offshore wells before 

a production platform is installed. The investment level of the E&P companies determines therefore the activity 

level in the industry of offshore rigs, which in turn are driven by the level of the Brent crude oil price (Figure 

2). Expected attractive levels in the oil price over time will increase the E&P companies´ appetite for 

investments, and the activity in the industry will increase (Maersk drilling, 2018). 

  

 
Figure 2: E&P exploration capex and Brent crude. Source: Rystad Energy c cube, Bloomberg, own creation 

The offshore drilling industry is a big business, and revenues exceeds billions of dollars each year. The revenue 

is generated by the daily rate received for drilling services, paired with the number of working days (utilization) 

(Kaiser, 2014). The industry is capital intensive and entry barriers are high, evident by a newbuilding rig price 

between $100 million and $1 billion (RigPoint, 2020). Cyclicality is a further characteristic of the industry, 

with building booms following periods with high revenues, which is followed by building busts (Kaiser, 2014). 
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2016 marks the year of a market downturn after the oil price collapse in the second half of 2014, in which the 

industry has been in ever since. 

 

3.1 Asset classification 

Offshore drilling rigs are classified by its asset type, in addition to market categories within the asset type 

related to rig specifications and environmental capabilities (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). Over the past decades, 

three rig types have dominated the offshore fleet; Jackups, Semisubmersibles and Drillships. Jackups are 

bottom-supported and operates in shallow waters, while Semisubmersibles and Drillships are floating rigs, and 

can drill in deeper waters (Maersk Drilling, 2018). Rig specifications refers to water depth capacity above the 

standard of the rig type, and a rig is considered high-specification or premium if it can operate in deeper waters 

than the standard in its asset class. Environmental capabilities refer to the type of weather the rig is built to 

withstand, and harsh-environment are rigs with high environmental capabilities (Kaiser, 2014). Generally, rigs 

with more advanced specifications are costlier to build and operate and thus require a premium dayrate. 

 

 
Figure 3: Asset types. Source: Maersk Drilling (2018) 

3.1.1 Jackups 

Jackups are in the bottom-supported rig class and operates in shallow waters. The rig uses three or more 

retractable legs that are affixed to the ocean floor, and will therefore have a steady drilling position. Attached 

to the legs are a platform, and it uses a self-elevating system that jacks the platform up and into position over 

sea level. The rig is not mobile by its own machine, and has to be towed by a tugboat or lifted over to a vessel 

to move to other locations (Maersk Drilling, 2018; Kaiser, 2014). The standard water depth in this asset class 

is up to 350 feet, but high-specification Jackups can drill in waters up to approximately 500 feet, using longer 

welded legs, which also makes the rig suited for harsh environment (Kaiser, 2014).  
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3.1.2 Semisubmersibles 

Semisubmersibles are floating rigs, that can operate in both midwater and deep-water, depending on the 

dimensions of the specific rig. It has a ballast system that is used to submerge the rig in the water, ensuring a 

steady position. It can also be equipped with anchors (mooring) and thrusters to keep the rig in position while 

drilling. Moored rigs can therefore withstand harsher weather environments (Maersk Drilling, 2018). 

Semisubmersibles have to be towed between locations by tugboats, but can use the ballast system to lower the 

draft when moving between locations. Standard semisubmersibles can drill in waters between 500 and 7,500 

feet, while rigs considered high specification can drill up to 10,000 feet. 

 

3.1.3 Drillships 

Drillships are also in the category of floating rigs, and are the most expensive asset to build and operate (Kaiser, 

2014). The rig is built on the hull of a large vessel, and can move between locations by its own machine. While 

the rig is usually equipped with thrusters, it is less suited for harsh environment drilling, although additional 

thrusters can make it withstand harsh weather. Standard Drillships can drill in waters up to 7,500 feet, while 

high-specification units can drill in waters up to 12,000 feet (Maersk Drilling, 2018).  

 

The market categories that are classifying the rigs related to its water depth capacities, equipment specifications 

and harsh environment capabilities are listed in Table 1. 

 

 
Table 1: Market Categories. Source: RigPoint, own creation 

3.2 Rig activity 

Between the time the rig is built and delivered from the shipyard, and until it retires and is sold for its parts 

and steel, rigs can be either contracted or stacked. In-between or during contracting and stacking activity, 

offshore rigs require extensive maintenance (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The industry often separates between the 

“marketed” and the “not-marketed” fleet, which refers to whether a rig is targeted towards obtaining a contract 

or not. Most rigs that are contracted are marketed, in addition to certain types of stacking. Rigs that are under 
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construction at the shipyards is often marketed and a part of the total marketed fleet, and hence available for 

contract. 

 

3.2.1 Contracted rigs 

The only state when a rig generates income is when it is contracted. Contracted rigs represent all the rigs that 

are operating under a contract with an E&P company or an oil major. While on a contract, the rig could be 

drilling wells, be moved between ports and regions, or be in a yard. The term contracted therefore represents 

all activities a rig does while being paid on a contract. Contracted rigs are usually part of the marketed fleet if 

it is on a short-time contract, while longer contract durations usually put the rig out of the total marketed fleet. 

  

3.2.2 Stacked rigs 

When a rig is not operating on a contract, it could be in a shipyard conducting maintenance or upgrades, or it 

could be stacked. This refers to when a rig is kept idle in a yard or port, with different degrees of maintenance 

and crew onboard (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The industry generally separates between the terms warm-stacked 

(also referred to as hot-stacked or smart-stacked) and cold-stacked.  

 

Warm-stacking is characterized by keeping the rig idle, with key crew, ongoing maintenance and engines 

turned on. If a rig is expected to land a contract in the nearest weeks or months, the rig is usually kept on warm-

stack as it requires the least amount of ramp-up before it can begin operating again (Maersk Drilling, 2018). 

While keeping a rig on warm-stack is expensive, especially if it becomes lengthy, it can be ready for new work 

quick, and is therefore also considered a part of the total marketed fleet.  

 

Cold-stacking is typically used if a rig is not expected to be used in the near future. This preservation method 

reduces operating costs, as the engines are turned off, and there is limited or no maintenance and crew, but it 

requires a significant timely investment to make it ready for a contract again. A reactivation of a cold-stacked 

rig typically takes several months and can cost around $50 million depending on the asset type, and rigs with 

this status are not considered marketed (Maersk Drilling, 2018). 

 

3.2.3 Yard stay and maintenance 

In addition to daily maintenance that is conducted while on contract or warm-stack, a rig is required to undergo 

a Special Periodic Survey (SPS) every five years to keep its asset classification (Maersk Drilling, 2018). This 

survey is a thourough inspection of the rig´s main equipment and hull, and can take about 15-60 days, including 

time in a dry-dock facility. The cost of the SPS is between $20 and $50 million, depending on the asset type, 

in addition to indirect costs in terms of lost revenues from not operating on a contract (Maersk Drilling, 2018). 
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3.3 Geographical requirements  

Rigs may be hired to operate in all corners of the world with indications of oil reservoirs under the ocean floor 

and where there is exploration activity. However, there are regional differences to where a certain rig can 

operate, due to government regulations, rig specifications and its current location. Without additional upgrades 

to its original design and specs, rigs can be limited to specific regions.  

 

Government regulations includes certain rig equipment or safety standards required for the rig operating in its 

national waters. After the Macondo oil spill accident in 2010 (Transocean and BP), government regulations 

towards safety of equipment has increased (Maersk Drilling, 2018). Norway has for example the strictest safety 

requirements for offshore drilling in the world, and a rig has to have a special certification1 to operate in 

Norwegian waters, which includes extra safety measures in terms of specific types of lifeboats, and certain 

standards on equipment (Maersk Drilling, 2018).  

 

Different weather conditions in regions require rigs specially built or upgraded to withstand drilling position 

and equipment in harsh weather. Areas such as the North Sea and East Canada experience frequent storms and 

high waves, while tropical storms can occur in the Gulf of Mexico and South-East Asia (Kaiser & Snyder, 

2013). These areas require harsh environment rigs that is built to withstand strong winds and sea, whereas rigs 

with lower environmental capabilities can be operated in regions with less harsh weather conditions such as 

Australia, West Africa and the Far East. Cheaper rigs with less specifications can be operated all around the 

world, but the risk is weather related downtime due to safety for the crew or equipment damage, in which the 

operator bear the full cost, and the E&P companies will experience project delays (Maersk Drilling, 2018). 

Naturally, E&P companies will hire the rig most suited for the job.  

 

The cost of mobilization is also a factor in which region a rig can operate. It is time-consuming and expensive 

to move rigs, Jackups have to be transported on a special ship, while Semisubmersibles has to be towed. 

Drillships are the most mobile rig, but the size and weight of the vessel makes fuel consumption costly (Kaiser 

& Snyder, 2013). In addition to fuel, the assets need to have necessary insurances and permissions for entering 

a new country. A typical mobilization between regions can cost approximately $20 million and may take 

several months (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The cost of mobilization is either paid by the E&P companies 

integrated in the daily rate or as a lump sum, or by the rig owner, depending on the market conditions (Kaiser 

& Snyder, 2013). With available supply of rigs with adequate specifications in a region, E&P companies will 

hire rigs with closest approximation to the exploration field. Under poor market conditions with lower rig 

demand and dayrates, rig owners tend to be more willing to move rigs for work opportunities, which was the 

                                                
1 AoC certificate 
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case when one of Odfjell Drilling´s Semisubmersibles moved all the way from Norway to South Africa and 

back for a 1-well contract in 2019, which is approximately one month of work (RigPoint, 2020). The 

mobilization took about six months. Rigs in areas with land-lock, such as the Caspian Sea will in reality be 

immobile to work in other regions (Maersk Drilling, 2018).  

 

The regions that currently employ the largest share of the global fleet are the Far East, the US Gulf of Mexico, 

the North Sea and South-East Asia (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Current rig activity in top regions. Source: RigPoint (2020) 

3.4 The Dayrate 

The dayrate is a product of the bargaining between rig owners and E&P companies, and is set in a tendering 

process or through direct negotiations (Osmundsen et. al., 2012). It is the main source of revenue for rig 

owners, and hence the most important measure in the industry (Maersk Drilling, 2018). Drilling services are 

not standardized, and the dayrate is not a fixed term that applies for all assets contracting on a specific day, 

relatively known as the spot rate in the freight vessel market. There are significant differences in the rig 

specifications, the cost levels in a region, and the complexity of the well. However, the overall level of the 

dayrate (Figure 5) is determined by the supply-demand balance in the rig market, referred to as the fleet 

utilization (Kaiser, 2014). This determines the relative bargaining power of a rig owner.  

 

Rig supply is represented as the total available rigs in the market. Newbuilding rigs add to the total rig supply, 

while rig retirement (attrition) takes away capacity. When there is available rig supply in the market, rig owners 

get competitive to secure contracts, and dayrates move down (Kaiser, 2014). With tight supply, with no or less 

competitive tendering, the dayrate increase. Adland et. al. (2013) have found rig supply to be inelastic in the 
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short run, followed by periods of oversupply due to long-lived assets. The mechanisms behind this is as when 

utilization has been high, with subsequent high dayrates, rig owners typically orders new assets. However, 

building a new rig can typically take one to three years, which will give a delay to when the new asset enters 

the market. Rigs are expensive, long-lived assets (25 years), so a building boom after a period with high rates 

will give oversupply to the market, and the dayrate move accordingly (Kaiser, 2014). 

Rig attrition, which takes away capacity from an oversupply in the market, happens if the asset is old and or 

that does not have future expectations of securing contracts, and is an alternative to rig preservation (stacking).  

 

Rig demand is determined by the activity level of E&P companies, and attractive levels in the oil price will 

increase E&P companies and oil major´s appetite for oil investments, and subsequently increase rig demand. 

Although higher oil price will increase investments, it only has a sizeable effect on the dayrates if the price is 

persistently high over time (Skjerpen et. al., 2018). 

 

 
Figure 5: Dayrates on new fixtures. Source: RigPoint, own creation  

Figure 5 represents the average pricing on new contracts (fixtures) on the time of signing in the period between 

2000 and 2020. Floater dayrates, that is the combined Semisubmersibles and Drillships term, are typically 

higher than Jackup rates due to the higher cost of operations (Maersk Drilling, 2018).  

 

As seen on the figure, dayrates began to move in 2005, due to a marketed utilization that jumped close to 95%. 

While the average monthly oil price between 2000 and 2004 was ranging between $19.0 per barrel (December 

2001) and $49.4 per barrel (October 2004), the oil price started to move from 2005, up to $57.6 per barrel by 

the end of 2005, and $63.3 per barrel by the end of 2006. By the end of 2007, it was $91.4 per barrel, and 

marketed utilization was up at 97.7% and 93.6% for Floaters and Jackups, respectively. With little available 
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supply, the average dayrate moved to $122,978/day in 2008 for Jackups, while Floater had an average dayrate 

of $406,276/day. By February 2009, the oil price moved down to $43.9 per barrel in connection with the 

demand drop with the financial crisis, and average rates have been $90,079/day for Jackups and $335,410/day 

and Floaters in the period from 2009 until end 2011. Between 2011 and August 2014, the oil price ranged from 

$96.9 to $124.5 per barrel, and dayrates was at its highest in 2014, with an average of $141,77/day for Jackups 

and $449,765/day for Floaters. Marketed utilization in the same period has been close to 95% for both asset 

classes.  

 

With the oil price deterioration from the second half of 2014, the market has been in a down-turn, and reached 

the bottom of $31.9 per barrel in January 2016. The oil price has since then not quite recovered to the previous 

high levels, and has been on average $60.1 per barrel between January 2016 and December 2019. In general, 

lower oil prices lead to E&P companies investing in developing production fields in less expensive shallow 

water, which can withstand a lower oil price for break-even, which is why Jackup dayrates did not deteriorate 

quite as much as the rate for Floaters.  

 

The average dayrate has suffered in this period not only from a decrease in rig demand, but also from an 

oversupply in the global fleet. Newbuild orders was at its highest in 2011 and 2013, with a total of 81 and 96 

orders, respectively (RigPoint, 2020), illustrated in Figure 6. These rigs were delivered between 2013 and 

2016, and the combined decrease in demand due to lower levels in the oil price, and the increase in rig supply 

led the marketed utilization to fall to 70.1% for Floaters and 72.5% for Jackups in 2017. The average dayrate 

for Jackups was $87,210/day and $173,930/day that same year, and has been relatively flat for 2018 and 2019 

of approximately $90,000/day for Jackups and $220,000/day for Floaters.  

  

 
Figure 6: Newbuild Orders. Source: RigPoint, own creation 
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Figure 6 illustrates the newbuild orders in the period 2000-2020. The dots represent speculative orders, which 

is newbuilds ordered without contract secured, and thus contribute to the global rig count in both the total and 

marketed supply. Floater newbuild orders was at its highest in 2011, while gradually decreasing to 2014, after 

which there has been virtually no newbuild orders for Floaters, nor Jackups. In 2013, there were 77 Jackups 

on order, of which approximately 90% were speculative. Subsequently, when these assets entered the global 

fleet supply without contracts, marketed utilization moved down. In 2018 and 2019, marketed utilization for 

both asset classes began moving up, along with a slight increase in average dayrates from the 2017-level, due 

to heavy asset attrition (sold for scrap), illustrated in Figure 7.  

 
Figure 7: Industry Attrition. Source: RigPoint, own creation 

Attrition was at its highest in 2018 with 60 units sold for scrap, mainly older Jackup rigs, which attributed to 

the increase in utilization and dayrates from 2018.  

 

3.5 Rig contracting 

The dayrate and specific terms are set when a rig owner and its customer is entering a contract. There are two 

main types of rig hire, either on a Bareboat contract or a Time charter, in which the latter is most common. On 

a time charter contract, the dayrate is paid to cover the cost of hiring the rig, in addition to the cost of a crew, 

supplies, insurance and equipment (Maersk Drilling, 2018). Fees for mobilization and capital expenditures to 

upgrades of equipment related to the specific job may be included in the dayrate or paid out as a lump sum, or 

not covered at all.  

 

On a time charter, rig owners will bear the risk of operational downtime, such as unexpected weather 

conditions or broken equipment, in which the daily rate will not be paid. This is referred to as uptime in the 

industry, and represents the percentage of the daily rate that is paid on average (Maersk Drilling, 2018). 

Companies that typically operates cheaper rigs with a lower cost-base such as Shelf Drilling, will normally 
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have an uptime of around 70% (Shelf Drilling, 2020), while premium rig owners with a higher cost base can 

achieve an uptime of 99%. Company-specific uptime is therefore important when evaluating the value of a 

contract (Kaiser, 2014).  

 

Rigs can be contracted for short-term work on for example a single well, or it may be contracted for several 

years at a time. As the dayrate is fixed throughout the duration of the contract, a long-term contract will protect 

against dayrate fluctuations, and ensure a steady income (Kaiser, 2014). It also reduces risk of down-time 

between contracts, which can prove costly with stacking, but the decision of locking rigs to long-term contracts 

depends on views of future market conditions. Short-term contracts may be smart to bridge rigs to anticipated 

higher rates, but is risky (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). The contract for rig hire may also include priced or unpriced 

options for future work, that is, E&P companies have the option extend the contract if the oil field requires 

further work, or that the findings are more extensive than anticipated (Maersk Drilling, 2018). While the 

dayrate is agreed upon before the rig commences work, options can be unpriced, which gives room for 

negotiations, should the market conditions change. Options gives thus financial flexibility for the E&P 

companies, and is an alternative to expensive termination fees, should the scope of the oil reserves in a given 

field be smaller than anticipated.  

 

3.6 Industry players 

Apart from pure-play drilling companies and companies with drilling as core activity, rig owning entities can 

come in many forms. The asset can be owned by one company, managed (leased) by another, or drilling and 

E&P companies can own and operate rigs through a jointly formed subsidiary, namely joint ventures. The 

latter is popular in the industry, and have been proved very successful. ARO Drilling, formed by the drilling 

company Valaris and the oil major Saudi Aramco, owns collectively seven rigs, while leasing nine additional 

units from Valaris, in which Valaris receives a steady income from the venture as the rigs are employed 

exclusively by Saudi Aramco (RigPoint, 2020). Another form of exclusive right of employment of a specific 

duration or rigs are strategic alliances. Odfjell Drilling has this deal with Aker BP, while Maersk Drilling has 

achieved an agreement with Equinor (Odfjell Drilling, 2017; Maersk Drilling, 2020).  
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3.7 The secondhand rig market  

The secondhand rig market is defined as the market of sale and purchase of offshore drilling rigs. The assets 

are traded most frequently between drilling companies, although oil majors, shipbrokers, shipyards, bank 

syndicates and other ship owning entities have had a fair share of the market transactions over the past decade 

(Bassoe, 2020). 

 

Tsolakis et. al. (2003) defined three forces of freight vessel purchase as replacement of vessels, speculation, 

and trading or fleet expansions (Tsolakis et. al., 2003). The same motives can be expected to apply for the 

market of offshore drilling rigs, although it is impossible to identify these behind a real transaction. In the 

secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs, transactions are mainly separated between purchases for further 

drilling purposes, for conversion to another use, or for its parts and steel (scrap) (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). 

Investigating the different transactions, and the state of the seller and buyer may give a clearer picture of the 

motive behind the transaction.  

 

Dividing the market further, transactions for drilling purposes in the past two decades include single- and 

multiple asset sales, merger activities and assets sold through liquidation (Bassoe, 2020). Rigs can be sold with 

or without backlog, implying future contract commitments for the rig, which gives the buyer more or less 

guaranteed future cash inflow. The secondhand market provides an alternative to add additional capacity 

besides ordering a newbuild, and means to invest or divest in assets in and outside of core fleet, respectively 

(Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). Hercules Offshore, Valaris and Transocean have been the most frequent sellers, 

while Borr Drilling and Shelf Drilling have been frequent buyers (Bassoe, 2020). Seadrill Ltd have been 

equally active on both sides in recent years.  

 

Transocean has used the secondhand market as a means of divesting of non-core assets, including when it  

sold 37 older Jackups with ages between 30 and 36 years for a total fleet value of $1.1 billion to Shelf Drilling 

in 2012 (Bassoe, 2020). The assets were all old, low specification rigs, and sold as the company shifted to a 

strategy of only owning and operating modern high specification rigs (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). Transocean 

later also sold 15 Jackups to Borr Drilling in 2017 for a total fleet value of $1.4 billion, including a variation 

of older and newbuild Jackups (Bassoe, 2020). While the Jackups in the first transaction was considered to be 

a clear divestment of assets outside the core-fleet, the motive behind the Borr transaction is uncertain.  

 

Merger and acquisition activity in the industry have also been considerable in the past two decades. Examples 

includes Rowan purchasing Skeie Drilling in 2010, and Valaris (legacy Ensco) acquiring Atwood Oceanics in 

2017, before Rowan and Ensco merged to Valaris in 2018. Transocean acquired Songa offshore in 2017 for 

$3.4 billion, and later Ocean Rig in 2018 for $2.7 billion (Bassoe, 2020). Further examples are the Noble 
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Corporation acquisition of Frontier Drilling in for $2.2 billion, and the Seadrill acquisition of Scorpion 

Offshore, both in 2010. Whether a transaction of multiple assets in the secondhand market can be considered 

a merger between two companies or an asset transaction can be ambiguous. Generally, acqusitions of same 

size companies are considered mergers, while acqusitions of smaller companies are counted as secondhand 

transactions (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013).  

 

Secondhand transactions over the past 20 years have also been due to financial distress and bankruptcy of the 

selling companies. Hercules for example went bankrupt back in 2017, and sold off 15 rigs to Enterprise 

Offshore and Borr Drilling (Bassoe, 2020). Another example is Dolphin Drilling, and the requirement for the 

sale of the Bolette Drillship by creditors as part of the chapter 11 recapitalization of the company. The buyer 

pulled out of the $340 million deal, and Dolphin Drilling later declared bankruptcy (Revfem, 2019. While the 

secondhand market is an opportunity to gain necessary liquidity in a distressed situation, a considerable 

downside is the fact that there might not be available buyers to provide a competitive secondhand price. When 

the drilling company SeaHawk went bankrupt in 2011, Hercules Offshore was the only interested party, and 

subsequently purchased the entire fleet for $105 million, although it was valued at $397 million (Kaiser & 

Snyder, 2013).  

 

Speculation have also been present in the secondhand market, although in a small degree. Borr Drilling was 

founded in 2016 for the sole purpose of purchasing high specification Jackup rigs and newbuild contracts on 

the secondhand market, in what was believed to be the bottom of the price cycle, for then to sell high when 

the market improved. This strategy has since then backfired, and the company has been forced to activate and 

operate the rigs to service debt build-up. Another company, Shelf Drilling has similarly bought older Jackups 

with less specifications, with the intention of pursuing cheap rigs and operations with a low-cost strategy 

(Kaiser & Snyder, 2013).  
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The empirical research on the offshore drilling industry is scarce, and subsequently there is little literature on 

the industry. In addition to drilling, other related capital asset markets are looked to for empirical research.  

 

Several authors have described the formation of rig dayrates, but the empirical research is mainly conducted 

on intra-regional level and on specific asset classes. Lawrence & Gabrielsen (1989) first built an econometric 

model describing the performance of the offshore rig market since 1972 relative to oil prices in the same 

period. The authors also described key factors which determines rig demand, supply, utilization and dayrates, 

which resulted in a monitoring tool of the industry´s structure. Adland et. al. (2013) found that due to the 

substantial cost and build times of newbuilding, the supply of offshore rigs is inelastic in the short run.  

Kaiser & Snyder (2013) described the primary market indicators, and found that rig dayrates and fleet 

utilization are correlated across regions, and suggests that regional differences plays an important role in the 

formation of utilization, dayrates and competition levels as less than half of the variation in the data could be 

explained across regions.  

 

Ringlund et. al. (2008) analyzed the effect of the oil price on rig activity in non-OPEC regions, and found a 

positive relationship between the two, although the research suggested that the strength differ across regions. 

Kaiser (2014) tested single factor impacts on dayrates, including oil prices, contractor fleet size, type of well 

and state-owned oil companies as contracting counterparties. The author found that oil prices can explain a 

larger proportion of the number of active working rigs and average dayrates than fleet utilization, but the test 

was conducted for selected time horizons, rig classes and geographical regions.  

 

Osmundsen et. al. (2013) analyzed factors that has an effect on the relative bargaining power in a rig 

contracting situation, and hence the formation of dayrates. The authors used a maximum likelihood method on 

different parameters, and found that high current fleet utilization and high expected oil prices are crucial to the 

bargaining power of the rig owners, which subsequently lead to higher rates. The authors found that E&P 

companies wait for more permanent higher oil prices, and therefore only in part responds to shifts in the current 

oil price. Although the research presented by the authors provided new insights to the industry, the research 

was conducted on the inter-regional dayrate formation in the Gulf of Mexico and for Jackup rigs only, and 

treated this as a closed market. 

 

Adland et. al. (2013) were the first and only authors to conduct empirical research on the determinants of 

dayrates on a global level, and found the lagged utilization rate to be the only significant driver. The authors 

used a generalized least squares method, using a Koyck structure for the lagged utilization rate, which indicated 
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that the dayrate formation is a result of the current and the previous period´s utilization rate. Skjerpen et. al. 

(2015) similarly found the lagged fleet utilization rate as a predictor of the formation of the Floating rig dayrate 

formation on the Norwegian Continental Shelf. The authors constructed a smoothed oil price, using a weighted 

average of current and previous oil prices, which was assumed to follow a Koyck lag structure in a non-linear 

multivariate regression. Skjerpen et. al. (2015) also observed that longer lead time, that is, time between 

contract fixture date and work commencement gave more pressure on the rig market, in addition to a significant 

positive effect of the lagged stock of remaining petroleum reserves in the region. Skjerpen et. al. (2015) were 

the first and only authors to present any forecasting on the rig dayrate, but the forecasting was only based on 

significant predictors for Floating rigs on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, and further testing on other regions 

and asset types has not been conducted by other authors to my knowledge.  

 

Literature that discuss the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs are mainly contributed by two authors, 

and there is no empirical research on the subject. Kaiser & Snyder (2013) described the five offshore drilling 

markets, which is defined as the drilling services market, the newbuild and secondhand market, maintenance 

and upgrade market, and storage and scrap market. The authors described the maintenance and upgrade market 

along with the secondhand market to be the two least transparent of the five markets. Most closely related to 

this thesis on empirical research on the offshore drilling market is Kaiser´s (2014) analysis and quantitative 

modelling of drilling companies. Kaiser found that fleet value is the best predictor of firm value, using the 

income model based on future expected earnings and rig specific parameters to determine the current value of 

a rig.  

 

The secondhand market for freight vessels can be compared to that of offshore rigs, which includes container 

ships, dry bulk vessels and tankers. Freight vessels, like offshore rigs, are defined as capital/commercial assets 

with a finite life expectancy and a relatively high initial investment cost. A series of empirical research has 

been conducted on the topic of pricing in the secondhand market for freight vessels. Although this is considered 

to be the closest comparable market, the differences in the two markets are many. The secondhand freight 

vessel market is a high-volume business, while there is less transaction activity in the secondhand market for 

offshore rigs. In addition, the freight vessels have a higher degree of homogeneity, even though the assets have 

differences in terms of size, tonnage, fuel capacity and speed, offshore rigs have a far higher variation in its 

specifications. Lastly, freight vessels are mostly contracted short term in the spot market (although bareboat 

and time charter contracts are used throughout the industry), that applies for all vessels in the same asset class 

at a given time, whereas offshore drilling rigs operate on a contractual negotiated rate often subject to the 

regional demand and supply balance. Although there are some parallels to be drawn from the freight vessel 

secondhand markets, there are major differences, most prominently the transaction volume in the two different 

markets. 
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Hale & Vanags (1992) first researched the validity of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) in secondhand 

ship prices for dry bulk ships, which was previously assumed in earlier studies. The authors used cointegration 

analysis for several sets of secondhand prices, that is, testing for stationarity of the regressed residuals, thus 

allowing time series analysis with non-stationary variables. Hale & Vanags (1992) found evidence of jointly 

cointegration between three of the secondhand prices, which led them to shed light on a possible inefficiency 

in this market, which was previously assumed efficient.  

Glen (1997) extended the analysis of Hale & Vanags (1992) and found evidence of cointegration in secondhand 

prices of both dry bulk and tankers. The author suggested a market inefficiency in the short term, but argued 

that markets still are efficient in the long term.  

 

While preliminary studies on the secondhand market for freight vessels was of the pricing itself, authors from 

2000 and forward started researching the relationship with these prices with other variables. Tsolakis et. al. 

(2003) developed an error correction model for secondhand ship prices, and found time charter rates and 

newbuilding prices to be statistically significant predictors. The authors also found that changes in shipyard 

order book is significant in the long term, but no evidence of a relationship with the cost of capital, expressed 

by the 3-month LIBOR. Tsolakis et. al. first tested cointegration of the variables, and then utilized OLS 

regression paired with an error correction model. Research on the secondhand market of freight vessels have 

in common that there is availability of a much larger data sample than on the secondhand rig market. Tsolakis 

et. al. (2003) had secondhand prices all the way back to 1960, with a sufficient number of transactions to 

evaluate the pricing directly, and the analysis was segmented into different groups of ship sizes, ages and 

tonnage.  

 

The significant results of others have led to research on technical indicators for trading vessels in the 

secondhand freight ship market. Adland & Koekbakker (2004) researched the market efficiency in the 

secondhand rig market for dry bulk vessels, using filter rules, moving averages and support and resistance 

levels against a benchmark of buy-and-hold, that is, operating the vessel. The authors found significant results 

of excess return of the use of these technical indicators, but when including a time delay to account for market 

illiquidity and transaction costs, the trading rules did not perform better than the benchmark. This inclusion of 

time delays due to market illiquidity made the authors validate the efficient market hypothesis. 

 

Chou & Chen (2017) expanded the study of technical indicators on the secondhand market for dry bulk vessels, 

and found that especially Bollinger bands to be optimal. The authors implied that larger ships have a lower 

degree of market efficiency, which could make technical indicators more effective trading these assets. 
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While Chou & Chen (2017) did not include a time delay for market illiquidity in their study, they 

acknowledged it could impact the findings significantly.  

 

The empirical research on the secondhand market for freight vessel are extensive and interesting, and the same 

research on the same market for offshore drilling rigs are non-excising. The authors on freight vessels are all 

able to model directly on the time series of secondhand prices, as the yearly volume of transactions are higher, 

and the availability of historical data stretches far back to the 1960´s, which in-turn makes it possible to 

separate the data into ships sizes and tonnage. The same amount of data is not available in the secondhand 

market of offshore rigs.  

 

While the offshore drilling market is described with building booms and busts, there are not any empirical 

evidence of such. Greenwood & Hanson (2013) described the investment boom and bust cycles in the dry bulk 

industry, by developing a model of industry capacity dynamics. The authors found that companies in the sector 

exhibited competitive investment behavior when earnings were high, and neglected future earnings 

expectations, and the investment behavior of its competitors. This in-turn lead to a high degree of mean 

reversion of earnings, meaning that earnings would move towards the average over time.  
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5 METHODOLOGY  
 

The two-fold approach for analysis will first estimate the mispricing on the secondhand market, and 

subsequently test this estimate with market variables over time. The mispricing will be estimated as the 

difference between fair rig values at the time of sale and the observed secondhand prices. The fair rig values 

will be modelled as net asset values (NAVs) following the income approach methodology seen in Kaiser 

(2014) in a fundamental analysis. The result from the fundamental analysis will be statistically tested in a OLS 

regression, after necessary transformations to stationary variables in an empirical analysis. The following 

sections will elaborate on these methods.  

 

5.1 The Income model methodology 

Rig Net Asset Value (NAV)  

The following section will describe the income approach methodology. Plenborg & Petersen (2012) defined 

the value of any asset as the present value of the future income expected to be generated by the asset, that is, 

discounted by a rate that adjusts for risk and the time value of money. Offshore drilling rigs are defined as a 

commercial asset with a finite economic life. Karatzas (2009) described three methods for valuation of 

commercial assets; market approach, replacement cost and income approach. (Karatzas, 2009). The latter 

method is most widely used valuation method used in shipping vessels, which deducts net present values of 

expected cash flows over the vessel´s remaining economic life, and is considered to generate the most reliable 

estimate of vessel values (Karatzas, 2009). Kaiser (2014) uses this same approach in estimation of NAVs of 

drilling rigs, but added rig specific parameters to the equation. The below equation defines the NAV of a rig 

as (Kaiser, 2014): 

 𝑁𝐴𝑉 =
𝑁𝐶𝐹'
1 + 𝐷 '

'+,

'+-

  

 

The net asset value of a rig is the discounted (D) net cash flows (NCF) at time t over the rig´s remaining life 

(L) (Kaiser, 2014). The expected design life of a rig is 25 years, so the remaining life of a rig will be 25 years 

subtracted its age at the time of transaction (Kaiser, 2014). 

 

5.1.1 Model components: 

The methodology following Kaiser (2014) derives net cash flows consisting of rig revenue less operating costs 

and taxes. However, as discussed in section 3.2.3, there are some considerable capital expenditures related to 

operating a rig. The five-yearly special periodic survey has a cost range of $20 to $50 million, depending on 
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the asset type, and if the rig is sold while being on stack, it requires a considerable investment to get the rig 

ready for operations (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The net cash flow equation is therefore extended to include rig 

specific capital expenditures (capex), which is to include the above-mentioned rig specific investments:  

 

𝑁𝐶𝐹' = 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒' − 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋' − 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥' − 𝑇𝑎𝑥' 

 

The revenue is two-fold, and will change with the contracting status. A rig sold with a backlog will typically 

work every day for the length of the contract, thus assuming full utilization. The dayrate will be the one 

specified in the contract, if public. For the remainder of its life (L), the revenue is the expected dayrate on 

normalized operations multiplied with the expected number of working days (utilization), paired with the 

expected uptime.  

 

The OPEX is the operating costs of a rig, and depends on its activity status; operating costs for drilling, if it 

earns a dayrate, or the cost of preservation stack if the rig is idle. In addition to the rig type and market category, 

the age of the rig influences its cost level. A newer rig is typically more expensive to operate, as it has advanced 

equipment which requires specialist crew (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The drilling time is subsequently shorter.  

The net income will be adjusted for depreciation of the initial capital investment of the asset, that is, the build 

cost of the rig, and taxed with the tax rate X (Kaiser, 2014). The deprecation will give a shield for taxation, 

and the size of the tax shield will be the build cost (C) divided with the expected design life of the rig (25 

years). The taxation is therefore defined as:  

 

𝑇𝑎𝑥' = 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒' − 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋' −
𝐶
25

∗ 𝑋 

 

The expanded net cash flow equation includes a contract dayrate (CD), paired with OPEX on contract (CO), 

Income and OPEX on normalized operations (I and O), in addition to capex, tax and net working capital 

(NWC):  

 

𝑁𝐶𝐹' = 𝐶𝐷' − 𝐶𝑂' + 𝐼' − 𝑂' − 𝐶' − 𝑇𝑎𝑥' − 𝑁𝑊𝐶' 

 

The net cash flows are discounted for the time value of money, and the risk associated with the cash flows 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The discount rate is derived from the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) 

which accounts for the risk and cost of the capital used to finance the asset.  
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5.1.2 Industry proxy 

This section will elaborate on the use of industry numbers as proxies for company specific taxation and risk in 

the estimation of net asset values of the rigs. While most of the model components could be attributed to the 

specific rig, such as operating costs, capex and revenue, the tax rate and discount rate is decided by the 

company buying the rig. There is a large variation in the different buyers throughout the transaction years, 

including public companies, private companies and state-owned companies (Bassoe, 2020). Some of them are 

pure-play drilling companies, and some are oil companies, subsidiaries, bank syndicates or owning entities of 

shipyards. The total number of buyers in the secondhand data sample are 62 different companies (Bassoe, 

2020).  

 

The most correct method of estimating net asset values is to use the specific company information for each 

buyer (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The lack of data from privately held companies, and the fact that many of 

the buyers does not have offshore drilling as its core activity, is making this method difficult and possibly 

biased. It would thus require segmentation of financial reports and the capital allocated to operate rigs, which 

is not realistic given the variation in the buying companies. Estimation of net asset values of each of the rigs 

will therefore be carried out with an industry proxy based on a selection of ten publicly listed pure-play drilling 

companies, which will ultimately serve as inputs for dayrates, tax rates and the discount rate. This method will 

of course be biased, but would hopefully capture some of the risk involved with owning and operating a drilling 

rig, and the taxation of drilling operations.  

 

5.2 OLS linear regression methodology  

The following section will describe the methodology of the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, including 

regression diagnostics, test statistics and stationarity requirements. This methodology is used to test different 

variables as predictors of the estimated mispricing in the empirical analysis.  

 

The linear regression models the linear relationship between one independent variable and the dependent, 

endogenous variable (univariate least squares) or between two or more independent variables and the 

dependent variable (multivariate least squares) (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). In both univariate 

(simple) and multivariate (multiple) regression, the model attempts to minimize the squared distance between 

the dependent and independent variables (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). The multivariate (5) regression 

is defined as:  

 

𝑦 = 	𝛽D + 𝛽E𝑥EF + ⋯+ 𝛽H𝑥HF + 𝜀F 
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The dependent variable y represents the difference between estimated net asset values and secondhand prices. 

The 𝛽- reads as the intercept, 𝛽D reads as the slope of the independent variable x. The Brent Crude spot, 

capacity utilization and the Jackup and Floater dayrate will each be used separately as independent variables. 

Epsilon 𝜖 is defined as the residual, or the error term, which measures the distance between the regressed line 

and the true observations (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013).  

 

5.2.1 Regression diagnostics: 

The following model assumptions must be conducted in the OLS regression to be able to interpret accurate 

results, and failure to prove the assumptions will give less reliable results. The four model assumptions apply 

for regression with one variable (univariate) (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). 

 

Linearity in the model variables 

The assumption of linearity reads that the relationship between the dependent variable (y) and the independent 

variable (x) must be linear (Poole & O’Farrell, 1971). This assumption is tested in a scatter plot, in which the 

observations will gather around a straight line, should the assumption be approved.  

 

Normality of error terms  

Normality of error terms implies that the error terms should be normally distributed. The assumption is tested 

using a Normal Quantile Plot (Q-Q plot), and converting the error terms to studentized residuals which is 

dividing the error term by an estimate of its standard deviation (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). Once 

converted, the studentized residuals should be inside the confidence bands provided by the Q-Q plot, should 

the assumption of normality of error terms be accepted (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013. Normality in error 

terms becomes of higher importance in smaller observation samples (Gujarati & Porter, 2009), and failure to 

fulfill the assumption of normality of the error terms indicate misleading model results. For big observation 

sample, the Central Limit Theorem applies, in which samples larger than 30 observations are approximately 

normally distributed (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013).  

 

Homoscedastic error terms 

The assumption of homoscedastic error terms reads that the error terms should have a constant variance, 

meaning that the variance should not change over time (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). The assumption 

is tested using a bivariate plot of the studentized residuals, and if the variance is not constant, a funnel or 

trumpet shape would appear. 
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Independence of error terms 

There should be no interdependence of the residuals. This assumption is tested using a Durbin-Watson test, 

which test for autocorrelation in the residuals, and more specifically the AR(1) process of serial correlation 

(Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). The test requires the use of tables, and Durbin-Watson test statistics 

tests the null hypothesis of zero autocorrelation against the alternative hypothesis of positive autocorrelation 

of different significance levels. To reject the null hypothesis and subsequently accept the assumption of 

independence of the error terms, the observed value of the Durbin Watson test statistic should be less than the 

lower bound in the table. An observed value between the lower an upper bound indicates an inconclusive test, 

and a value above the upper bound reads that the hypothesis cannot be rejected (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne). 

 

5.2.2 Test statistics:  

OLS regression generate model outputs that explains the data, which will be elaborated in this section. The 

multiple R, is the correlation coefficient, which describes the linear dependency of the dependent and 

independent variable (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). The R squared measures the proportion of the 

variation in the data that is explained by the independent variable, and a higher R squared is preferred as more 

of the variation can be explained by the independent variable (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013). Another 

important output from the regression models are the test statistics, in which the F-distribution tests the joint 

significance of the coefficients, while the T-distribution tests the individual significance of the coefficients. 

Given that the model assumptions are fulfilled, these tests determine if the dependent and the independent 

variable have a statistically significant linear relationship. Significance levels of 1%, 5% and 10% are chosen 

for levels of acceptance of significant results. 

 

5.2.3 Stationary variables in time series regression 

This section will describe the assumption of stationarity for valid results in time series analysis. Time series 

analysis is conducted of the predictors of the mispricing over time in the secondhand market in the empirical 

section. The variables used in this analysis needs therefore to be tested for stationarity, as non-stationary 

variables can lead to misleading results in time series (Granger & Newbold, 1973). Regressing non-stationary 

variables can lead to a seemingly high R-squared if the variables are trending over time, which is referred to 

as spurious regressions (Haralambides et. al., 2005). Stationarity in the variables used in OLS regression is 

tested with an augmented Dickey Fuller test (ADF), using JMP. In case of non-stationarity in the variables, 

the variables are transformed to a process that removes serial correlation in the residuals.  
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6 DATA COLLECTION AND SCREENING  
 

6.1 Secondhand transaction prices and screening  

A list of all public rig transactions from June 2008 through December 2019 from the Bassoe Analytics rig 

database is retrieved, which is a raw sample of 623 transactions. The list includes the rig name at time of sale, 

transaction date, price, sale type, seller and buyer. To be able to do a meaningful analysis, data screening is 

necessary. It is screened for transactions that does not attribute the correct secondhand price to the specific rig, 

and for transactions that is not meaningful for a fundamental analysis. This gives a sample of 209 priced 

secondhand transactions sold for drilling in the period 2010 to 2019. 

 

6.1.1 Rig sold for conversion and recycling: 

The raw sample includes secondhand transactions for rig conversion, recycling and drilling (Bassoe, 2020). 

Rigs sold for conversion includes rigs being used for production or accommodation platforms, and rigs sold 

for recycling is mainly to a rig broker or other third party that will sell the rig for its equipment and steel. To 

assess the fundamental rig value and trends in the mispricing in the secondhand market, the 84 rigs sold for 

conversion and the 227 rigs sold for recycling have been sorted out from the raw data sample. It is argued that 

these assets have seized being rigs, when being sold for other purposes than it was built for. In addition, when 

these assets have discontinued being a secondhand rig, information about its specifications and other inputs 

used to assess its fundamental value is no longer available. This gives a total of 312 transactions sold for further 

drilling purposes. 

 

6.1.2 Unpriced transactions, multiple assets sale and acquisition activity: 

The raw data includes 56 unpriced rig transactions, which is sorted out from the data sample. It is further 

adjusted for transactions listed with a total fleet value for multiple rigs in one transaction. These transactions 

are not sorted in the raw sample beyond the buyer and seller and the total fleet price, and after further 

investigation, these transactions includes both company acquisitions and multiple asset sales where the whole 

company has not shifted owner, but a part of the fleet is divested. It is chosen to adjust for the transactions 

listed with a total fleet value that cannot be reasonably attributed to a specific rig, regardless if it is a transaction 

based on company acquisition activity or a multiple asset sale. This is chosen to get as many data points as 

possible to conduct the analysis. To evaluate this, the specific rigs in the transactions listed as a total fleet value 

are compared with respect to its similarity to asset type, market class and age. The company acquisitions are 

also evaluated with with regards to the relative size of the buyer and seller. An acquisition of same size 

companies is considered a merger, while a big company acquiring a smaller one is considered secondhand 
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transactions, as company overhead structures are not assumed to follow into the acquiring company, and the 

buyer are merely acquiring the fleet (Kaiser & Snyder, 2013). A total of five priced company acqusitions are 

considered, and the details of the deals are listed in Table 2 below.  

 

 
Table 2: Company acquisitions. Source: Bassoe, own creation 

There are large variations in asset types and/or age range and rig specification in four out of the five company 

acqusitions, and these are subsequently sorted out of the data sample. This includes the acquisition of Ocean 

Rig and Songa Offshore by Transocean in 2018 and 2017, the Paragon Offshore acquisition in 2018 and the 

Frontier Drilling purchase in 2019. Seadrill Ltd.´s acquisition of Scorpion offshore in 2010 is kept in the data 

sample, as the asset are all Jackups with drilling depth of 301 to 360 feet with independent cantilever structure 

(IC). Seadrill was at the time of the transaction (2010) a company with a 50-rig fleet, and yearly revenues of 

approximately $4 billion (Seadrill, 2010), while Scorpion Offshore had a 7-rig fleet. The relative sizing of the 

parties in the transaction points therefore to being considered a secondhand transaction, and the fleet price of 

$1.2 billion is attributed to a price of $174 million per rig. 

 

A total of 32 rigs are sorted out of the sample as only the Seadrill and Scorpion Offshore transaction was able 

to fulfull the criterias of relative sizing of the target company and the criteria of reasonably pricing of a rig 

related to the variation in age and rig specifications.  

 

A total of four priced multiple asset transactions is also considered, and the details are listed in Table 3 below. 

 

 
Table 3: Multiple asset transactions. Source: Bassoe, own creation 

Transocean has sold a large number of Jackup rigs to both Borr Drilling and Shelf Drilling. The latter is kept 

in the data sample as the assets were all Jackups, in the same age range and with drilling depth of 250 to 400 

feet with independent cantilever structure (IC). Although the rigs are not the exact same market category, it is 

assumed to be reasonably close. The same reasoning applies to the two other multiple asset transactions that 
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is kept in the sample, that is, Enterprise Offshore – Hercules Offshore and Swissco – Ensco. The Borr 

transaction however, has a too large variation in both age and specifications, which subsequently leads to the 

transaction being sorted out of the sample.  

 

In total, 47 rigs that cannot be reasonably priced and 56 rig transactions that is unpriced is sorted out of the 

data set. This gives a total sample of 209 secondhand rigs that is sold for drilling, and is subsequently the 

sample utilized for further analysis.  

 

6.2 Inputs to the fundamental analysis 

For estimation of net asset values using Kaiser´s (2014) approach, rig specific parameters must be collected 

for the sorted sample of secondhand rig transactions. In addition, data for the industry proxy group needs to 

be retrieved. 

 

6.2.1 Rig specific information 

Rig specific parameters that will be used in the analysis includes activity status for the rig at the specific time 

of sale, and general information about its build specification. As the Bassoe Analytics transaction list only 

includes the transaction details, supplementing data needs to be retrieved. The RigPoint database provided by 

HIS Markit Petrodata and the Rystad Energy´s D and S cube are used, in addition to estimates from Goldman 

Sachs and Morgan Stanley.  

 

Rig activity status at the time of sale is collected from the RigPoint historical snapshot function, which can 

retrieve rig information at a specific date. The tool is expanded to also include contracting information. This 

function requires though the current name of the rig, as the whole database only operates with current rig 

names. It is therefore necessary to collect the new name of each rig, as the majority of the secondhand rigs 

have changed names to match its new owners fleet naming. The previous name function in RigPoint is used to 

match the names at the time of the sale with current names, as it displays the ownership history of a given rig. 

When the correct name is located, each of the 209 rigs and transaction dates is used on the historical snapshot 

function, one date at a time. The information collected includes the rig´s current activity status, contracting 

status with start and end day, and contract dayrates if available is collected.  

 

Information about the rig´s build specification is collected from the RigPoint current activity function. Its 

current name is used, and asset type, age (Year in Service), build cost and market category is retrieved for each 

rig. Some of the rigs have been scrapped in the period between transaction date and current data, which 
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effectively means that the rigs are deleted from the RigPoint current activity database. The function “Attrition” 

is therefore used for locating the rig´s build specifications.  

 

OPEX data is collected from Rystad D and S cube, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, and is initially 

estimates for rig operating expenses from 2010 to 2021, covering a total of 239 rigs from Diamond Offshore, 

Noble, Transocean, Seadrill, Valaris, Odfjell and Maersk Drilling. The rigs are sorted into two age groups, and 

average OPEX estimates are calculated based on age groups and market categories.  

  

6.2.2 Industry proxy data  

Data that is used as a proxy for the dayrates, taxation and amount of risk of owning a drilling rig is derived 

from ten publicly listed drilling companies. Selection of the companies used for industry proxy is based on the 

following criterias: 

1) The company must have drilling services as only or core operation, 

2) The company must be publicly listed. 

 

Based on the selection criterias, Valaris, Transocean, Noble Corporation, Diamond Offshore, Seadrill Ltd, 

Odfjell Drilling, Borr Drilling, Shelf Drilling and Pacific Drilling are chosen. The companies are primarily 

listed on two exchange markets; the New York Stock Exchange and Oslo Stock Exchange. Seadrill Ltd. and 

Borr Drilling are listed on both markets. Table 4 summarizes the proxy group with its listing market and date, 

along with its relative size (Market Cap.) and secondhand activity over the past ten years.  

 

 
Table 4: Proxy group stock information. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

As described in Table 4, some of the companies have been frequent buyers in the secondhand market over the 

past ten years. Shelf Drilling, Borr Drilling and Seadrill have been the most frequent buyers in the proxy group 
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with a total of 73 combined asset purchases. The company´s relative size is expressed by the market 

capitalization of equity in both 2012 and 2019, where 2012 marks the height of the industry cycle with high 

observed average earnings (Section 3.4), and the latter illustrates recent investor view of the industry. The 

selected companies have been through several debt restructurings in the past years. Vantage Drilling went 

bankrupt in 2015, and converted 59% of its bonds to ordinary equity shares in December 2015 following 

Chapter 11 proceedings, while another 12% was converted in November 2019 (Vantage Drilling, 2019). 

Pacific Drilling filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in November 2017 (Pacific Drilling, 2017), and 

was delisted from NYSE and moved to over-the-counter trading, which is why its market cap is not available 

in Bloomberg. Seadrill similarly filed for Chapter 11 in 2017, and was subsequently re-listed in July 2018. The 

company Valaris represents the combined Ensco and Rowan company, which merged in the beginning of 

2018, and numbers up until that point represents legacy Ensco company.  

 

The data from the listed industry proxy companies are retrieved from all of the above companies when 

available from Bloomberg, meaning some data have not been available due to debt restructuring (before fresh 

start accounting). This includes historic effective tax rates, capital structure, effective interest rate and EBITDA 

margin. Data is collected from 2005 and until 2019, as 5-year averages have been utilized throughout the 

fundamental analysis.  

 

The determination of whether to use weighted industry numbers or average numbers on all valuation input 

parameters is a discussion of the buyers in the secondhand market, and the nature of the drilling companies in 

the proxy group. As illustrated in Table 4, Transocean is the biggest company by far in terms of both fleet size 

and market capitalization. But the company only represents one transaction on the buy-side (Bassoe, 2020). 

Weighted industry data based on either fleet size of the total global rig count, or market capitalization will 

therefore be heavily impacted by Transocean. In addition, the 62 different companies that represents the buyers 

in the sample of secondhand transactions are both drilling companies, oil companies, bank syndicates, 

shipyards, and other subsidiaries (Bassoe, 2020). It is desired to capture as much diversity as possible as of 

how risky it is to own and operate a drilling rig. Average numbers will therefore be based on a sample of 

smaller and larger listed drilling companies.  

 

6.3 Inputs to the empirical analysis 

Dayrates and global fleet utilization in the industry is collected and used in the empirical analysis. The latter 

is collected using HIS Petrodata RigPoint utilization function, which retrieves global utilization rates on a 

yearly and month basis for the asset types Jackups and the combined Floater term which is the average 

utilization of Semisubmersibles and Drillships.  
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Dayrates are set on a contractual basis, and hence there does not exist an index or database for average dayrates 

in the market for a specified date. All the new mutual contracts and priced options in the period from 2000 to 

2020 are therefore retrieved from the fixture function in RigPoint, and is a total raw sample of 23,895 different 

contracts. Adjusted for contracts with private dayrates, the total sample of priced new mutual contracts and 

priced options are 17,090 samples. Then, the contracts are sorted into monthly average rates for its respective 

asset type using the contract fixture date as the assumed date of the dayrate.  

 

6.4 Bias and shortcomings in data 

The reader must keep in mind that there are several shortcomings in the presented data. First of all, there might 

be biases in the collected historic dayrates, in addition to shortcomings in how this data is utilized. From 

approximately 2016, drilling companies became overall less transparent of new contracts. For publicly listed 

companies, news that can affect future earnings must be made public, and listed drilling companies typically 

issue press releases when a new contract is secured. It is seen a clear trend from the press releases from 2016 

and until current date for the ten companies used as a proxy group. New contracts are made public, but rates 

are not always disclosed, and when they are, the contract is listed as in a total value, which includes 

mobilization fees and other customer specific upgrades. This has in-turn made it difficult to evaluate the 

accuracy of the listed dayrates in RigPoint, as the value of the lump sum is typically unavailable. The change 

in transparency from 2016 and forward can be explained by the market downturn following the oil price drop 

in the second half in 2014. In the earnings calls held by the proxy companies detailing the second quarter of 

2019, many of the drilling companies including Transocean, Noble Corporation, Diamond Offshore and 

Valaris signaled a change in this practice, and subsequently revealed more dayrates in the following quarters. 

It is in the author´s point of view that this change in practice was a response to plunging stocks in August 2019, 

and that drilling companies wanted to share with investors that the dayrates was improving. Bottom line is, the 

collected contracts and dayrates from RigPoint might not reflect the true rates in the market, given the 

companies have the ability to not publicly reveal accurate dayrates as they see it fit. 

 

A shortcoming related to how the collected data is utilized, is the assumption of average dayrates at the contract 

fixture date. A contract typically lasts months or years, and hence should the average dayrate in the market be 

calculated as the average of the dayrates of the rigs that are contracted at a given time. With over 17,000 

different contracts, this task was proven too cumbersome, and instead the fixture date was utilized as the 

reference point for the dayrate. Again, the way the collected data have been utilized, is resulting in an average 

dayrate that does not reflect the true average dayrate in the market at a given date. Bloomberg operates with 

some estimates, although the estimated dayrates looks highly inaccurate when comparing to a few sample tests.  
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7 FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 

The purpose of the fundamental analysis is to estimate fair values of the 209 rigs in the data sample, calculated 

using the net asset values method derived by Kaiser (2014). To assess any mispricing at the time of sale, the 

NAVs must be estimated only with information available up until the transaction date. The analysis is 

structured into three parts and will first describe the model inputs and assumptions that is used to estimate 

NAVs, then put these assumptions to test by illustrating two specific transaction cases, and lastly display the 

results of the estimated NAVs of the total transaction sample in comparison with secondhand prices over time, 

and with market variables.  

 

The structure of the first section will first follow the future expected earnings and expected costs, then rig 

specific adjustments, including capex, rig backlog, scrap value and timing of operations. These assumptions 

will yield net earnings, which are then adjusted for tax and net working capital, and discounted with a discount 

rate, which will be the cash flows that determines the estimated fair value of the rig.  

 

7.1 Rig earnings  

The most important factor of estimating the net asset value of the specific rig is the earnings generation over 

its remaining life. The most obvious method for calculating future expected earnings at the time of sale would 

be to forecast future dayrates and fleet utilization. As the industry is known cyclical, scenarios should be 

developed (Koller, Goedhart, & Wessel, 2010).  

 

Previous empirical research on the nature of the formation of dayrates have though proven this task to be 

difficult (Adland et. al., 2013; Kaiser & Snyder, 2013; Ringlund et. al., 2008; Kaiser, 2014; Osmundsen et. al, 

2013). Several one-factor predictors for dayrates on inter-regionally rig formation and on specific asset classes 

has previously been conducted in the literature, while only Adland et. al. (2013) has conducted research on a 

global level. The problem is, while Adland et. al. (2013) found a statistical significant correlation between 

dayrates and lagged utilization rates, this would only give reliable forecasting for only one period going 

forward, as no significant predictor of fleet utilization rates have been found in empirical research yet.  

  

Other methods to estimate future rig earnings must be discussed, as the literature have proved modelling of 

dayrates to be difficult. Known industry practise will therefore be drawn on for other methods. Forecasting 

earnings would demand statistically significant predictor variables of both the rig dayrate and utilization rate 

for the two asset classes, in addition to a level of uptime, that is, revenue efficiency for the specific rig. As no 

reliable results were found in the previous sections, any forecasting would prove to be highly inaccurate at 
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best, and cumbersome. As Carveth Read said “It is better to be vaguely right than exactly wrong” (Read, 1898, 

p.272).  

 

It is chosen to use a fixed operating margin (EBITDA) based on average numbers generated by the proxy 

group. The operating margin reflects net earnings before depreciation, amortization, interests and taxes 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). This method will thus yield an implied dayrate, calculated from the operating 

cost level for each given rig: 

 

𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 ∗ (1 + 𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴) 

 

The method will eliminate the need for finding both the dayrate for a given rig, the number of operating days 

(utilization), and the revenue uptime rate, as these measures are reflected in the operating margin. It will also 

account for that fact that the asset classes have different levels of earnings, as rigs with higher specifications 

have a higher cost base, and hence a fixed operating margin will yield a higher implied dayrate.  

 

Both two-year and five-year averages of the operating margins generated by the proxy group is considered 

(Figure 8).  

 

 
Figure 8: Historical EBITDA-margin. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

The graph illustrates the volatility of the yearly average, and by making the average period longer, the margins 

are more stable. The industry is cyclical, and one would want to capture both uptimes and down-periods in the 

earnings cycle, which is why a five-year average should be sufficient. Table 5 displays the margin estimates 

used as implied dayrates, as average margins five years up until the year of the transaction. These assumptions 

are used in estimating rig net asset values.  
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Table 5: EBITDA-margins based on 5-year averages. Source: own creation 

7.2 Rig operating expenses 

Daily rig operating expenses (OPEX) is determined by the activity status of the rig, and it is separated between 

OPEX for drilling and OPEX for preservation (stacking). This section will elaborate on the cost level applied 

for the sample of 209 rigs.  

 

7.2.1 Drilling OPEX 

OPEX for drilling is the daily cost base of operating a rig on a contract, and includes crew costs, supplies, 

catering, repairs and maintenance (Maersk Drilling, 2018). Overhead costs applicable to a specific rig, such as 

salaries for rig managers that controls the financing of the rig and conduct tender activity is also usually added 

to the daily costs. There is little transparency in the industry for the cost levels of operating a specific rig type, 

and OPEX typically is reported for the total fleet or for one regional segment. Determining OPEX levels for 

the specific rigs is therefore based on estimates from Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and Rystad Energy; D 

and S cube. While these are estimates, OPEX is also cross-checked with Maersk Drilling for the seven market 

categories applicable, ensuring that the analytics estimates are within reason. 

  

Table 6 and Table 7 displays the daily OPEX for drilling, applicable to the 11 different rig market categories, 

if a transaction is observed in the category. Higher specifications than the standard of its rig class equals a 

higher cost base, which will give an implied dayrate with a premium. The daily OPEX is also divided into rig 

age, and rigs built between 1970 and 2000 are considered older rigs, while rigs built between 2001 and 2020 

are applied to the newer rig category. The latter is expected to have a higher cost-base as the newer rigs have 

modern and complex equipment, requiring specialist crew. The implied dayrate will therefore be higher for a 

newer rig with higher specifications outside its asset class than older rigs, which gives a premium to these rigs. 

Further, the OPEX is assumed to be fixed throughout the remainder of its life. For a given rig, the year in 
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which the transaction date is set, will be the OPEX that is applied throughout the remaining years of its 

economic life.  

 
Table 6: OPEX by market category; older rigs. Source: Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Rystad c cube, own 

creation 

 
Table 7: OPEX by market category; newer rigs. Source: Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Rystad c cube, own 

creation 

7.2.2 Cold-stack OPEX and reactivation 

Cold stacking as the activity status at the time of sale in the secondhand market will have different cost 

assumptions applicable to the rig. In the data set, 46 transactions of the total sample of 209 rigs have been sold 

while being on cold stack 2010 to 2019. Table 8 displays the cost assumptions for modelling net asset values 

for these rigs (Maersk Drilling, 2018).  
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Table 8: Assumptions for cold stack. Source: Maersk Drilling (2018), own creation 

Cold stacking as a preservation method is cheap on a daily basis, but the cost for making the rig ready for 

operations is heavy, especially for Floating rigs. Rigs on cold stack should therefore be sold at a discount, 

given the heavy investment to make the rig ready for operations. Modelling the net asset values, it is assumed 

that the rigs will be cold stacked an incur daily OPEX of $5,000 to $10,000 a day depending on the asset type, 

for one month after the transaction date. The time delay for ramp-up is due to an assumed planning period. 

The rig is then assumed to reactivate for four and a half months for Jackup rigs, five months for 

Semisubmersibles, and six months for Drillships. In the reactivation duration, the cost of ramp-up will be 

distributed equally over the duration. Once the ramp-up campaign ends, the rig is assumed to immediately 

return to normal operations, where earnings and OPEX assumptions described in the previous sections applies.  

 

7.2.3 Warm-stack OPEX and reactivation 

Similarly to cold stacking, rigs that are warm stacked at the time of sale will have different cost assumptions 

than rigs sold while on contract or in a yard. 23 out of the total sample of 209 rigs have been sold while on 

warm stack in the period 2010 to 2019. Table 9 illustrates the cost assumptions applicable to these rigs (Maersk 

Drilling, 2018).  

 

 
Table 9: Assumptions for warm stack. Source: Maersk Drilling (2018), own creation 

This method of preservation is more expensive, but has in-turn a lower cost of ramp-up. It is assumed that re-

activation will commence immediately after purchase, and Jackups will have a reactivation duration of two 

months, Semisubmersibles two and a half months, while Drillships will have three months. The cost of 

reactivation will be spread out on the total duration of the ramp-up, in addition to the daily OPEX, as the rig 

is equipped with key crew during warm stacking. After the reactivation period ends, the rig is assumed to 

commence full operations immediately.  
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7.3 Rig capital expenditures 

While a typical rig can endure many Capex investments during its lifetime related to upgrades of hull and 

equipment, these data is hard to retrieve. It is therefore decided to run with the bare minimum Capex 

requirement, which is the five-yearly Special Periodic Survey (SPS), mandatory for keeping status in rig class. 

If the SPS is not conducted, the rig will not have necessary papers for entering a contract or operating in a new 

country. The Capex assumptions for SPS is illustrated in Table 10 (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The occurrence is 

every five years for every asset class, the investment is varying between $20 million and $50 million, and there 

is usually a 100% revenue reduction while the Survey is ongoing (one month). This implies a double cost for 

the SPS, both the cost for the Survey and the cost of lost revenues. In recent years, companies have tried to 

work out programs that allows for rolling maintenance, that is, conducting the SPS while operating on a 

contract, and hence reduce the overall cost. This is however not used for modeling net asset values, as no 

adequate data for costs, duration or other is available.  

 
Table 10: Special Periodic Survey costs. Source: Maersk Drilling (2018), own creation 

 

7.4 Other assumptions 

7.4.1 Timing for contracts and long-term operations 

The 209 rigs in the transaction sample have different activity states at the time of sale, as described in the 

previous sections, while the capex assumptions run for all of them every five years of operations. The 

estimation of net asset values therefore has to timely take these different states into account. Figure 9 is a cut-

out of the model built for estimating the net asset values, and displays the different activities and timing. 

 

 
Figure 9: Model timing. Source: own creation 
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It is mainly separated between two different activity states for operations; contract and long-term operations.  

In addition, there are adjustments for stacking as described in previous sections. Contracted state refers to the 

rigs that have been sold with a backlog, in which the rig will run on the contract until the specified end date, 

with the specified contract dayrate applicable, and a fixed OPEX from the relevant transaction year, age of the 

rig and its market category. A total of 61 rigs in the transaction data sample was sold while operating on a 

contract, 58 of which had public dayrates. After contract end, these rigs are assumed to immediately commence 

long-term operations, which is a state named “long years” for simplicity. This refers to the state without a 

specific contract, or to the period between contract end and the remaining life of the rig. This state runs with 

the assumed earnings generations based on an implied dayrate and fixed OPEX assumption.  

 

Rigs that does not have a contract, nor are stacked at the time of the sale will commence the long years state 

after sale. Figure 9 displays an example of a rig without a contract or that is stacked at the time of sale. There 

is added an assumption of a delay after transaction date, rounded up to the next month, which is an assumed 

delay to get the rig contracted or move locations. 

 

7.4.2 Newbuild resale 

Another adjustment made to timing of cash flows is related to rigs sold before completion of construction, 

namely newbuild resale. 43 rigs in the transaction sample have been sold while still under construction, which 

effectively implies that the contract for taking delivery of a rig switch ownership. The “time to delivery” in 

Figure 9 will account for the delay to when the rig will commence the long years state. The delay will last 

from the transaction date and until the expected delivery date. From a modelling perspective, future earnings 

of these rigs are more heavily discounted due to the timing of the delivery of the rig.  

 

Payments to the shipyard for building a new rig could be paid in installments, at the order date, or it could be 

on credit, so-called “shipyard financed”, depending on the specific deal made between the ordure and the 

shipyard. When estimating net asset values of rigs still under construction, it is assumed that any remaining 

newbuild payments falls to the seller of the rig. As a result, the estimated net asset values are assumed to be 

the total value of the rig. There are in fact no way to know this for sure, as access to a purchase contract for a 

newbuild resale have not been granted. The build cost and the transaction prices for these rigs have been 

compared, and it is impossible to say for certain. A transaction price far below the build cost could be due to 

a bad market, or that the seller is under financial distress. In reality, transaction prices for newbuild resales 

have been both below and above the transaction price, and therefore it is assumed no remaining newbuild 

payments for the buyer, as these variations could be based on market conditions.  
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7.4.3 Rigs sold while older than its design life 

Both Jackups and Floating rigs have a standard asset design life of 25 years (Kaiser, 2014; Maersk Drilling, 

2018). Operations beyond the assumed life typically requires significant upgrades in the equipment and hull 

of the rig. Several transactions in the data set have been found for rigs sold older that age, and these rigs have 

been assigned a scrap value equal to the average scrap price for the rigs sold for recycling from the raw data 

list. For Jackups, that is approximately $1.8 million, Semisubmersibles $2.2 million, and Drillships $3.6 

million. The scrap value of a rig is equal to the value of parts and equipment that could be sold separately, and 

the steel value of the hull. The most correct method would thus be to find steel prices at the transaction price, 

but it is impossible to know the tonnage of the rig, in addition to fees to brokers and other third parties that 

will recycle the rig, and the cost of towing the rig to the yard that will do the dismantling. Therefore, the 

average recycling values have been utilized.  

 

7.5 Inflation 

It is assumed a fixed dayrate and OPEX base for the remaining life of a rig. These are determined based on 

average performance of the proxy group, and analyst estimates of the cost levels of operating a rig. Discounting 

fixed earnings will gauge diminishing present values of cash flows of the years further in the future. Industry 

practise recommend an inflation measure to ensure a certain growth in earnings over the estimation period for 

the rigs. Dayrates are a contractual term, and are typically fixed in the duration of the contract, which can go 

on for as long as ten years. To the author´s industry knowledge, there are typically no inflation clause in the 

contracts. There are further no evidence of growth in OPEX, and rigs owners have decreased costs over the 

past few years. Therefore, it will be modelled with inflation in the long term, and use industry practice with a 

model of inflation after the first three years after transaction years. The rate applicable is 2.5%, the inflation 

target of most central banks (Federal reserve, 2019) 

 

7.6 Tax 

The applied tax rates for estimating net asset values are based on reported average effective tax rates from the 

group of proxy companies. Rigs operate in all corners of the world, and the taxation can be highly complex. A 

drilling service can be taxed up to three times, including the standard corporate tax, withholding tax for 

suppliers, and a gross-up for taxation of the customer, depending on the local entity of the subsidiary that is 

hiring or hired (suppliers). Different tax rates could be applicable depending on the country of operations, 

Brazil imposes for instance a special import tax, while a local entity with a subsequent high tax rate is applied 

for operations on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (Maersk Drilling, 2018). Many of the rig owning companies 

are registered in Hamilton, Bermuda, which is a tax heaven for corporate taxation, but earnings from operations 
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in another country nevertheless taxed. As a main rule, rigs are suspect to tax in the country under which it 

carries the flag (Maersk Drilling, 2018). The most accurate way to apply the tax rate would be to locate the 

current country of operations at transaction date for each rig, in addition to the country where the buying 

company is registered. While this is the most correct method, it would be impossible to project the countries 

the secondhand rigs will be operating in for the remainder of the expected life. Although mobilization to other 

countries can be costly (Section 3.3), rigs do move between regions depending on where it can find work. It is 

therefore chosen to use a standard tax rate derived from average effective tax rates reported by the industry 

proxy group each year. Table 11 displays the tax rates used as inputs for the calculation of net asset values of 

the total sample of 209 rigs, based on a five-year average.  

 

 
Table 11: Effective tax rate based on industry proxies. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

7.7 Net working capital 

The modelling of net asset values also accounts for changes in net working capital (NWC). As the industry 

typically have higher credit period for customers versus suppliers, a 30 days payment period is assumed for 

suppliers, while a 60-day credit period is assumed for customers. This industry practise will model a negative 

contribution of NWC in the estimation period.  

 

7.8 Discount rate 

The discount rate is the final input component for estimating NAVs. It is chosen to use a fixed discount rate 

for each transaction year from 2010 to 2019, based on the risk-adjusted cost of capital of the proxy group. The 

discount rate is calculated with all available information up until the beginning of the year, and this discount 

rate is applied for all transactions happening that same year. The discount rate, referred to as the weighted 

average cost of capital (WACC) should reflect the risk of future cash flows (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). 

WACC is defined as: 
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𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝐸
𝑉
∗ 𝑅P +

𝐷
𝑉
∗ 𝑅Q 

 

Where E and D is the market values of equity and debt, respectively, and Re and Rd are the required rate of 

return for investing in these components. The following subsections will elaborate on the estimations of 

required rate of return on equity, the cost of debt, and the capital structure in the industry.  

 

7.8.1 Cost of equity 

The cost of equity, or the required rate of return on equity for investing in a company is estimated utilizing the 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which is defined as: 

 

𝑅P = 𝑅R + 𝛽P ∗ (𝑅S − 𝑅R) 

 

Capital asset theory is based on the assumption of risk-return investments, no purchasing limitation and 

transaction costs, and that investors will only pay for the systematic risk of a company if they hold a diversified 

investment portfolio (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The equation illustrates the return requirement for investing 

in a company as the sum of the return on a risk-free investment (Rf) and a risk premium related to the amount 

of systematic risk in a company (beta).  

 

Beta 

Beta is the systematic risk of a company relative to the market. A beta above one, which is the risk in the 

market, requires a risk premium above the risk premium in the market, and opposite. As it is utilized a proxy 

group in the estimation of the discount rate applied for all assets, an industry beta should be used. In the 

Damodaran (2020) overview of industry betas, the drilling companies are listed under E&P companies, which 

is in the author´s view a too wide industry group to capture the real risk of drilling companies. Instead, it is 

chosen to calculate a new industry beta by estimating beta of each of the industry proxy companies each year 

between 2010 and 2019. These betas are calculated using OLS regression: 

 

𝛽P =
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑟F, 𝑟S)

𝜎SE
	 

 

Each of the betas for the companies in the proxy group is calculated as the covariance of the return of each 

respective stock with the return on the market portfolio, divided with the variance of the market portfolio. It is 

further considered the choice of estimation period, interval and the market portfolio proxy when estimating 
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betas for the different companies. These factors can have a significant impact on the estimated result (P&S 

group, 2016).  

 

Estimation period and interval 

A proper estimation period is key when calculating beta, as failure to do so can result in a misrepresentation 

of the systematic risk (Dadakas et. al., 2016). Damodaran (2019) argue for a minimum of 60 data points, and 

different estimation periods, namely both a two-year and a five-year period is conducted for betas calculated 

between 2010 and 2019 for the proxy companies. Dadakas et al. (2016) found that equities with larger market 

values tend to increase with lengthened estimation period, and opposite with smaller equities (Dadakas et. al., 

2016).  This is found to be somewhat true for the calculated betas, and it has been especially seen that Valaris 

(VAL), with one of the highest market values in the industry (Table 4: proxy group stock information), has an 

estimated beta that increases with the estimation length in the years between 2011 to 2014. Generally, it is 

found that the two-year estimation period yield higher betas, especially in the period from 2015 to 2019, as 

these past few years have experienced oil price turmoil. The betas in the two estimation periods have been 

calculated on a monthly basis for the five-year and weekly basis for two-year periods, which makes comparison 

for the two estimation periods difficult. A weekly interval for the two-year estimation period is conducted, as 

it should yield enough data points (Damodaran, 2019). A two-year estimation period with a weekly interval is 

ultimately chosen, to gain the minimum of 60 data points, and additionally capture the risk that has been over 

the few past years, as a five-yearly period would yield too low betas from 2015 to 2019, in the author´s opinion.  

 

Proxy for the market portfolio 

The last variable to be defined before regressing the betas is the appropriate market portfolio. The proxy 

companies trade on the New York Stock Exchange and Oslo Stock Exchange, but these markets are heavily 

weighted by IT and oil-companies respectively. A global index is therefore ideal, and it is therefore chosen to 

use the developed markets index (MSCI) as the proxy for the market risk.  

 

Industry portfolio beta  

Betas are now calculated for the different proxy companies in both a two-year and five-year estimation period, 

a weekly and monthly time interval, and with the MSCI index as the proxy for the market portfolio. The list 

of estimated betas is illustrated in Appendix 1. The inclusion of the different companies, and the method of 

calculating the industry beta must be discussed. As a principle, it has been strived for including as many of the 

companies as possible. Seadrill and Shelf however, only have available stock data from 2018 and forwards, 

which are not enough data points for neither a two-year or five-year estimation period, and the companies are 

subsequently excluded from the sample of betas. Generally, the proxy companies are included in the sample 

of betas it has stock price information available to cover the estimation periods (Table 4). For the betas 
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estimated for the years 2010 to 2013, only Diamond, Noble, Transocean and Vantage have sufficient available 

stock data, and Pacific is included from 2014, followed by the inclusion of Odfjell and Borr from 2016 and 

2019, respectively. Furthermore, the calculation of the industry beta for each respective year must be discussed. 

Damodaran (2019) uses a weighted industry portfolio beta. It is however chosen to use average betas, following 

the same argumentation in section 6.2.2. The beta should reflect the risk in the whole industry, which is also 

why companies that have gone through debt restructuring and relisting (Pacific and Vantage) have been 

included. If a weighted industry beta portfolio were chosen, the beta would be heavily influenced by the risk 

of the largest companies.  

 

Risk-free rate 

The risk-free rate is defined as a risk free alternative investment, and government bonds are utilized as a proxy 

for this alternative investment in practice (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The most correct method should ideally 

be different bond maturities equal to the length of the cash flows, although this method is too cumbersome. 

Since the earnings in the industry is given in USD, and to avoid issues with inflation, it is chosen to use 

American 10-year zero-coupon government bonds (US Department of Treasury, 2020). The rates for the 

different years in the period 2010 to 2010 is illustrated in Table 12.  

 

Risk premium 

The risk premium (Rm) rate is determined based on consensus estimates for market risk premiums by analysts 

and companies, a so-called ex-ante method (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). A variation of sources is utilized for 

the different years 2010 to 2019, including KPMG publications, Szmigiera (2019), Fernandez & Baonza 

(2010). The different risk premium utilized in the calculation of the required return on equity is illustrated in 

Table 12. 

As all the components in the CAPM equation have been estimated, the required return on equity, Re is 

calculated in table Table 12. 

 
Table 12: CAPM inputs and cost of equity. Source: own creation 
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7.8.2 Cost of debt 

The cost of debt is the interest rate on company leverage. To capture past and therefore also future cyclicality 

in debt levels and company risk, it is therefore utilized a five-year average of the effective interest rates in the 

industry proxy group. These rates are estimated by Bloomberg. The most correct method would be to look at 

the interest rates applicable to the different bonds and notes issued by the companies, and even more accurate 

would be to use rates applicable to the debt of the buying companies. But as a discount rate based on a proxy 

for the industry is utilized, average effective interest rates are applied.  

 

7.8.3 Industry capital structure  

The capital structure used for the WACC calculation should ideally reflect a structure that a given company 

will strive to realize in the future (Sørensen, 2012). The WACC estimates are based on a proxy of the industry, 

which is why average capital structures are utilized. A five-yearly average is used to capture any past or future 

cyclicality’s in structures. The structures are based on market values, as these should reflect the true investment 

cost of equity and debt owners (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Equity is based on average market capitalizations 

at the end of each year, while the debt is the reported in the company´s earnings.  

 

The capital structure each year, combined with the estimated required return on equity and cost of debt is 

displayed in Table 13, along with the calculation of WACC. This is used as the discount rate in estimating net 

asset values for the total sample of 209 rigs.  

 

 
Table 13: WACC calculation. Source: own creation 
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7.9 Case illustration 

This section describes the method of modeling NAVs on two specific rig transactions, which will provide 

some insights to the considerations applied for the whole sample of secondhand rig transactions. Two rigs are 

chosen; the West Polaris, a Drillship sold in December 2014, and the UMW Naga 4, a Jackup rig sold in June 

2012. The first rig is sold with a revenue backlog, while the latter sold while under construction at a shipyard. 

Although widely different assets in terms of specifications and water depth capacities, the two rigs are both 

relatively new, and had 19 and 25 years of revenue-generating operations left at the time of sale. The model 

parameters in Table 14 is used in estimating net asset values of the two rigs. The inputs for the full data sample 

of 209 rig transactions can be viewed in Appendix 3.  

 
Table 14: Case illustration model inputs. Source: own creation 

NAV is calculated holding both OPEX and the implied dayrate generated from the average operational margin 

constant, adjusted for rig specific parameters such as SPS and reactivation investment for stacked rigs, in 

addition to a present value of a contract if the rigs sold with a backlog.  

 

The West Polaris was sold with a $642,000/day backlog, and the contract ran from October 2012 until February 

2018, which yields approximately three remaining years on contract from the transaction date. The rig has a 

drilling water depth capacity of more than 7,500 feet which places it in the market category Drillship>7500. 

An OPEX of $158,781/day is applicable, given the construction year 2008 which places it in the category 

“newer rigs”, and the transaction year of 2014 (Table 7). The implied dayrate in the long years is assumed to 

be $230,693/day, at an operating margin of 45.3% (Table 5). The rig is a Drillship, which gives it a five-yearly 

maintenance capital expenditure of $50 million (Table 10). Information about when the rig had its last Special 

Period Survey is not available, therefore the model run with the assumption that this cost will occur every five 

years from the transaction date, regardless of the rig is operating on a contract or the fixed assumptions on the 

“Long Years”. The design class of the rig is assumed to be 25 years, in which 19 remaining years of operations 
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are applicable given the rig was 6 years old at the time of sale. The build cost is the initial capital investment 

for the rig, and will provide a tax shield of approximately $28 million annually due to the non-cash accounting 

measure of depreciation. The annual tax rate is assumed to be fixed throughout the remainder of the asset life, 

and the parameter 25.2% (Table 11) is applied. A discount rate of 6.6% is also applied, given the transaction 

year of 2014 (Table 13). 

 

The Jackup UMW Naga 4 was sold while being under construction, and the delivery date was expected in 

February 2013 at the time of the transaction. The rig is assumed to have no further Newbuild payments to the 

shipyard, as no such information is to be retrieved. The rig has a water depth capacity of 261 to 400 with an 

independent cantilever structure (IC) which places it in the market category JU 361-400-IC and the fixed 

OPEX of $54,220/day is therefore applied (Table 7). With an operating margin of 45.7% at the transaction 

year in 2012, an implied dayrate of $79,020/day is used. A five-yearly Capex of $20 million related to the 

periodic maintenance is applied (Table 10), which is expected to run from the time of delivery. The build cost 

of $184 million gives an annual $7 million tax shield, and the tax rate 23.7% is fixed throughout the remaining 

of the asset life, which is assumed to be 25 years. Discount rate applicable is 7.0% (Table 13).  

 

 
Table 15: Case illustration: Time horizons. Source: own creation 

The timing used for the two rig is displayed in Table 15, along with the NPV contributions to the NAVs derived 

from the different periods. The NAV of the West Polaris is largely attributed by the discounted cash flow from 

the period it is on contract. There are mainly two reasons for this: 1) the cash flows in the later years are more 

heavily discounted, and 2) the dayrate for the contract is high. The contract was given in 2012, where the 

dayrates were at its highest observed in the whole sample period, namely legacy contracts in the industry 

(Section 3.4). 

The NAV of the UMW Naga 4 rig is only attributed by the discounted cash flow from the period it is on fixed 

opex and dayrate assumptions, namely the Long Years period. As there is one year to delivery, the cash flow 

of its 25-year is more heavily discounted that it would have been if it were delivered at the transaction date.  

 

 
Table 16: Case illustration: NPV contribution. Source: own creation 
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Table 16 describes the NAV contributions from discounted contract value, long years, Capex (SPS), 

networking capital and tax. Neither of the rigs was sold while being on stack, but for other rigs, this represents 

a significant cost. Note that the contract value also includes adjustments for capex, net working capital and 

tax, but is listed as a “clean” value.  

 

Sensitivity to operating margin 

The NAVs have further been estimated with subject to sensitivity. The earnings generation over the remaining 

life of the rigs are estimated with an implied dayrate, which again is subject to an assumption based on a 5-

year industry average. This implies quite a large variation in the NAVs by adjusting the operating margin up 

and down a few percentages. The rigs sold without a contract and is only operating on a long-term assumption 

of fixed earnings and costs, although adjusted with inflation, will have a higher sensitivity to changes in the 

assumed operating margin as a NAV is only contributed from operations on the long term state. The UMW 

Naga 4, with an assumed margin of 45.7% yields a NAV of $118 million, but adjusting the margin up by 5% 

yields a NAV of $155 million, and $88 million adjusting the margin down by 5%.  

Figure 10 is a graphical illustration on the NAV sensitivity for changes in the operating margin. It illustrates 

the UMW Naga 4, with assumed ages of 0, 5 and 20 years at transaction date, which implies 25, 20 and 5 years 

remaining years of revenue-generating operations, respectively.  

 

 
Figure 10: NAV sensitivity to changes in operational margin. Source: own creation 

The NAV increases with a higher operational margin. The difference in NAVs with a lower margin in the 30% 

to 40% area are low, but as the margin increases, the difference between the ages are more visible. The 20-

year age assumption have limited remaining economic life, and the NAV is therefore steeply discounted. As 

illustrated in the graph, the curve has a steeper slope as the operational margin is higher. This is primarily due 

to the fact that the NAVs are estimated with a fixed capex assumption, which indicates that when the 

operational margin is high enough to cover that, the value will increase faster.  
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8 RESULTS 
 

The considerations illustrated in the previous case section is applied for the full data sample of 209 secondhand 

rig transactions, and the estimated NAVs are listed in Appendix 3. This section will describe these findings. 

There is a large variation in the estimated NAVs of the rigs, mainly due to the fact that the asset behind every 

transaction is nothing alike. The assets have been sold with or without future contract commitments, with 

different built years and market categories. The built years span from over 40 years to newbuildings, while 

there are 11 different market categories applicable to the sample of 209 secondhand transactions. Comparing 

the estimated value of a rig within the same specific market category and built year over time could be 

interesting, but not possible given the relatively small data sample. The estimated NAVs will therefore be 

presented in combined categories, separated between the two main asset categories; Jackups and Floaters, in 

addition to separation between old rigs and newer rigs, and lower specifications and higher rig specifications. 

Further, the estimated NAVs will be compared with its secondhand transaction price and market variables over 

time.  

 

8.1 Jackups 

Out of the total sample of 209 secondhand rig transactions, 173 are Jackup rigs. Figure 11 illustrates the 

average NAVs for all ages, sorted for high and low specification assets2.  

 
Figure 11: Jackup NAVs, low/high specifications. Source: own creation 

                                                
2 JU 250-IC, JU 300-IC, JU 301-360-IC is considered low spec, while JU 360-400-IC, JU Harsh High Spec, JU Harsh Standard is 

considered high spec. 
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The graph illustrates the variation in estimated NAVs for Jackups in the period 2010 to 2019, and is listed as 

average NAV per year. The model assumptions for estimating these values follows a high-to-lower implied 

dayrate assumption, from the highest of 53.8% EBITDA in 2010 to 36.4% in 2019 (Table 5), and an increasing 

discount rate from low-to-high, with 6.4% in 2010 to 8.5% in 2019, with the exception of a slightly higher 

WACC of 9.0% in 2018 (Table 13). With these as base assumptions for NAV estimation, NAV values would 

be the highest in 2010 and gradually lower to 2019, given identical rig transactions. The average NAV 

however, is influenced by the ages of the rigs in a given year, as rigs older than 25 years are assigned a scrap 

value, the specifications of the rigs, as a high spec rig yields a premium dayrate, and the contract values of the 

rigs. The averages are also influenced by the activity status at time of sale, as the average net present value of 

the cost of bringing a warm stacked Jackup back into operations is $4.3 million, and $10.4 million for cold 

stacking. This provides a large variation in the estimated data.  

The average Jackup NAVs have in general been influenced by a few Harsh High Specification transactions, 

especially contributing a high value if these have a young age. These rigs have a higher OPEX assumption, 

which in turn yields an implied dayrate with a premium, in addition to a higher build cost which gives a larger 

tax shield. The average NAV for high spec assets in 2010 is highly influenced by the West Elara, with build 

costs of $607 million, and an estimated net asset value of $421 million (Appendix 3). For comparison, the 

average build cost of Jackup built in 2000 or newer is approximately $207 million (Bassoe, 2020). The 

transaction price was otherwise $528 million. In 2013, there were similarly the transaction of the West Linus, 

with build cost of $589 million, and estimated NAV of $276 million. For comparison, the transaction price 

was $346 million. Lastly, in 2016, the Maersk Highlander had an estimated NAV of $262 million.  

 

Below graph (Figure 12) illustrates the variation in average NAVs when comparing the different age groups, 

for all asset specifications. 

 

 
Figure 12: Jackup NAVs, age groups. Source: own creation 
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The three rigs discussed were all newbuilds, and influences the estimated NAVs in the age groups zero years 

for 2010, 2013 and 2016. Transactions of Jackups of age 1 to 10 is only present in 2010 and 2011, and 2017 

to 2019. These rigs have a remaining economic life of 15 to 24 years, which yields a high NAV. The rigs in 

the age group 25 and older have all been assigned a scrap value plus contract value if the rig was sold with a 

backlog. Rigs have been sold with contracts in 2012, 2014 and 2016, which yields higher NAVs than its scrap 

value in the age group 25 and older.  

 

8.2 Floaters 

In the floater segment, 14 Drillships and 22 Semisubmersibles have been sold in the secondhand market in the 

estimation period. This is a much smaller data sample for comparison of values. The NAVs from 2010 to 2019 

segmented into two age groups are illustrated in Figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13: Floater NAVs. Source: own creation 

The category old Floaters are the rigs built before year 2000, and most of the observed rig transactions in this 

category have a low NAV, assigned from a scrap value in addition to any remaining operational years. There 

is one exception with the Semisubmersible Will Hunter, which was sold in 2010 with a 11-month remaining 

contract at $278,000 a day, therefore the NAV was estimated at $41 million. In 2010, the average NAVs were 

highly influenced by the sale of the Semisubmersibles West Leo and West Pegasus, both under construction 

at the time of sale, and with estimated NAVs of $523 million. Transaction prices was for comparison $600 

million for each rig (Bassoe, 2020). For 2014, averages were highly influenced by the previously discussed 

West Polaris, that had an estimated NAV of $598 million, which also influenced the 2015 average with a NAV 

of $520 million. The West Vela and West Auriga, both Drillships, was sold in 2014 with estimated NAVs of 

$738 and $764 million, respectively. These are the highest estimated NAVs in the sample of 209 rigs, and was 
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mainly contributed by long-term contracts for both rigs at $565,000/day, running until November and October 

2020, respectively. For comparison, both of these rigs were sold for $797 million each.  

 

8.3 Net asset values and secondhand prices 

This section will compare the estimated NAVs with secondhand prices at the time of rig transaction, which 

will form the basis for the empirical analysis. Following previous discussions, there are not enough transaction 

samples within a specific market category and build year to appropriately compare the NAVs over time. Hence, 

there is neither sufficient transaction samples to compare the secondhand prices directly over time, which has 

ultimately led to the de-route of comparing secondhand prices less the estimated NAVs over the period of 

analysis, which serves as a measure of mispricing on the secondhand rig market. This measure is named 

“overpay” and is the difference between the secondhand price and the estimated NAV at the time of the sale.  

 

The transaction data is clustered, which means that some months have many transactions, while others have 

none. This is resulting in 76 observations, compared to the total of 209 transaction observations, as some 

transactions have been clustered into the same months. The overpay variable is calculated as the average 

mispricing in a given month with transaction observations, as transaction dates have been listed on the first 

day of the month, and not the actual transaction date. The number of months per year in the estimation period 

with observed transactions has varied. In 2012, there was a total of 61 secondhand transactions, distributed on 

five different months, while in 2015 there was only 3 transactions, spread out on two different months. The 

overpay variable which represents the monthly average mispricing in the secondhand market is illustrated in 

Figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 14: Mispricing in the secondhand market from 2010 to 2019. Source: own creation 
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There is estimated overpricing in the secondhand market when the overpay variable is positive, and 

underpricing when the overpay variable is negative. In the period between 2010 and 2015, there is seen a 

general trend of overpricing in the market, which indicates that buyers are willing to pay more for the asset 

than its estimated expected future earnings. Average underpricing is mostly seen as a trend in 2016, whereas 

some transactions with average underpricing is observed in 2010, 2014, 2015, 2017 and 2018. By the end of 

2018 and 2019, there is seen generally little estimated mispricing in the secondhand market. Some of the large 

estimated deviations between the estimated NAVs and secondhand prices are due to scrap values. The largest 

estimated mispricing of the rigs assigned scrap values is the transaction of the Drillship PetroSaudi Saturn in 

October 2010 for $260 million. The rig had no future contract commitments at the transaction date, and was a 

low-specifications rig with water depth capacities of 3,800 feet. With a 27-year age at transaction date, the rig 

was assigned a $3.6 million scrap value.  

 

As illustrated in Figure 14, some of the greatest estimated mispricing’s have exceeded hundreds of millions of 

dollars. The tendency of estimated mispricing can generally be seen in the light of the oil prices at the time of 

transaction, which is illustrated in Figure 15.  

 
Figure 15: Mispricing and the Brent crude. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

The average oil price has been above $70 per barrel in the period from 2010 to August 2014, and between 

April and October 2018, which is illustrated in the figure. In these two periods, 151 secondhand transactions 

have incurred, leaving 58 transactions for dates with an oil price below $70 per barrel. Out of the 151 

transactions with high average oil prices, 89% have estimated overpricing, or a secondhand price of $48.4 

million on average above the estimated fair value. Out of the 58 transactions that have incurred for dates 

with an oil price below $70 per barrel, only 31% have estimated overpricing, and the rigs have been 

purchased on average for $10.5 million less than its estimated fair value. It is thus seen that higher oil prices 

have a tendency of high estimated mispricing on the secondhand market.  
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There is the exception of one observation in December 2013, related to the sale of the West Leo, a one-year 

Semisubmersible, which is contributing to the negative average mispricing in 2013 in Figure 15. The rig was 

sold for $229.4 million, with an estimated NAV of $574 million, mainly contributed by a contract with a 

dayrate of $610,000/day, running for another three years at the time of sale. The value of the contract alone 

is estimated at $353 million. The rig was sold by Seadrill Ltd. to Seadrill Partners, its affiliate, hence the 

secondhand price might not reflect the true market price of the rig.  

 

Another transaction with a large estimated mispricing is the sale of the Drillship Titanium Explorer in April 

2012 for $794 million. The rig is valued at $295 million, thus an estimated mispricing of $499 million. Some 

of this large difference might be explained by the average dayrate at the time of $433,409/day, and an oil 

price of $120.5 per barrel, some of the highest observed levels in the industry.  

On the other side of the mispricing is the transaction of Drillship Ocean Rig Paros, sold in April 2016 for a 

secondhand price of $236 million less than its estimated NAV. The rig was sold soon after the oil price 

bottom in January 2016, and the oil price at the time was $43.3 per barrel.  

 

The greatest estimated mispricing for Jackups have incurred in periods with high average oil price from 2011 

to 2013, and is illustrated in Table 17.  

 

 
Table 17: Jackup transactions. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

The West Linus transaction in 2013 represents the biggest estimated mispricing for Jackups. The rig was sold 

in July 2013 for $600 million, the highest observed secondhand price for Jackups. The NAV at the time of sale 

is estimated at $276 million, thus it is estimated that the buyer paid $324 million above the rigs fair value. The 

rig was further sold for $11 million above its build cost which indicates that the buyer paid a premium for 

immediate capacity increase. The oil price was high at the time of sale, with $107.4 per barrel, which might 

explain this premium.  

 

Another large estimated mispricing in the Jackup segment is the Zacatecas transaction in December 2011, a 

low specification rig with an estimated mispricing of $249 million. The rig was under construction at the time 
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of sale, and had no future contract commitments. Its value is thus only contributed by operations on the long-

term state. The oil price was high at the time of $107.7 per barrel, with an average dayrate of $109,799/day, 

which might explain the secondhand price.  

 

The transactions in November and December 2012 of the Arabdrill 60, Campeche, Tabasco and La Santa 

Maria were all rigs under construction at the time of sale, with build costs of $196 million, $220 million, $206 

million and $197 million, respectively. The secondhand price of these rigs was thus close to build cost. The 

Petro Godovanets was sold in April 2011 with a one-month remaining contract of $129,500/day. The 

mispricing is estimated to $112 million, coinciding with a high oil price of $123.1 per barrel.  

 

8.3.1 Mispricing with sensitivity in NAVs 
The NAVs are estimates, and calculated with assumptions of future earnings instead of observed data. 

Robusteness of the assumptions is therefore conducted, giving a range in the NAVs. Illustrated in section 7.9, 

the EBITDA margin is an assumption that has a large effect on the estimated NAVs, therefore a range of -5% 

to +5% EBITDA is added for all 209 rig transactions. Figure 16 illustrates the mispricing in the secondhand 

market with +5% is added to the EBITDA margin when estimating NAVs, and Figure 17 illustrates a 5% lower 

EBITDA assumption, both illustrated with the Brent crude spot.  

 

 
Figure 16: Overpay and Brent crude, NAV with upper bound. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

When estimating net asset values with a 5% higher EBITDA margin than the assumption at the year of the 

sale, NAVs move upwards. The effect on the difference from secondhand prices is therefore that the 

overpricing is lower, and the underpricing is greater. This is because it is assumed that the rig will earn higher 

dayrates during the remainder of its life, which in turn makes the difference towards overpricing smaller, and 

difference towards underpricing larger.  
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Figure 17: Overpay and Brent crude, NAV with lower bound. Source: Bloomberg, own creation 

When estimating net asset values with a 5% lower EBITDA margin than the assumption at the year of sale, 

NAVs move downwards. The effect on the variance between NAVs and secondhand prices is therefore that 

the overpricing is higher, and the underpricing is lower. This is because the assumption moves to that the rigs 

will earn lower dayrates on long years during the remainder of its life.  

 

8.3.2 Mispricing and case illustration 
Let´s go back to the West Polaris and the UMW Naga 4 from the case illustration from section 7.9. Table 18 

illustrates the NAVs of the two rigs, paired with the oil price and average dayrate at the time of sale.  

 

 
Table 18: Case illustration: Comparisons. Source: own creation 

The estimated NAV of the West Polaris is far above the transaction price of $108 million. At the time of 

transaction of this rig, the oil price had recently collapsed, and fallen from $110 to $63 per barrel, and future 

oil price expectations was subsequently dim. The average dayrate at the time was $321,200/day, but the rig 

was contracted into February 2018 at a rate of $645,000/day. The rig was sold by Ship Finance International, 

a company that owns a portfolio of not only drilling rigs, but a large variation of ships (Reuters, 2020). The 

company was similarly also the buyer of the West Linus. The motive for sale is unknown, but with the recent 

oil collapse, the seller might have wanted to divest oil related assets. Six months later, in June 2015, the rig 

was sold to Seadrill Partners, an affiliate of the seller, Seadrill Ltd. for $540 million. As Seadrill Ltd. has an 
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economic ownership of 65% in the buying company, this might not reflect the true price, although it gives 

some insight into what to company considered its worth. 

 

The estimated NAV of the UMW Naga 4 is far below the transaction price of $214 million. The rig was sold 

in 2012 where dayrates and across all asset classes were all time high, paired with high oil prices – which were 

approximately $110 per barrel at the time of transaction. What is especially interesting with this transaction is 

that the rig was sold while under construction for a price substantially higher than its build cost of $184 million. 

This resulted in a decent profit for the seller, by selling a newbuilding contract for a rig it was expecting to 

take delivery of in the following year. The construction of a Jackup typically takes about two years, which 

implies the buyer was willing to pay approximately $30 million for a one-year speed in rig delivery.  

 

Another interesting aspect of the two cases is the fact that the Jackup rig was sold for almost twice the price 

of the Drillship, while the transactions were approximately two years apart. The differences in build cost is 

$695 million versus $184 million, and a Drillship is generally expected to earn far higher revenues than Jackup 

rigs. This example clearly demonstrates the cyclicality of the industry, and how fast market conditions can 

change.  

 

8.4 Secondhand prices and build costs 

The evidence of secondhand prices that has exceeded build costs in the case example in the previous section 

was further investigated for the full sample of 209 rigs. The build cost is the initial capital investment to buy a 

new rig, and when secondhand prices exceed the build cost, investors are willing to pay more for a secondhand 

rig than the cost of ordering a new. This willingness to pay a premium for immediate fleet capacity could thus 

indicate a strong market and high demand for new assets.  

 

The data sample with regards to rigs older than 25 years is adjusted, as the build costs of such rigs are too low, 

evident by old Jackup build cost of approximately $20 million, and around $80 million for Floaters (Bassoe, 

2020). Additionally, there might be some upgrades since then that are not available in the data set. The rigs 

older than 25 years are therefore sorted out of the sample, and the average secondhand price above build cost 

is illustrated in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Average secondhand price over build cost. Source: own creation 

The total sample includes 28 Jackups and 9 Floaters that have been sold for a secondhand price that exceeds 

its build costs. As illustrated in Figure 18, there are no observations of pricing that exceeds build costs after 

2015.  

 

The greatest observed secondhand price over build cost is the transaction of the Semisubmersible ODN Tay 

IV, built in 1999, which was sold for $495 million in June 2011, and represents the only Floater sample for 

2011. The rig had no future contract commitments at the time of the sale, while its build cost was $200 million. 

This represents a $295 million secondhand price over build cost. It has to be noted that rig was built in 1999, 

which indicates that the build cost for new rig at the time of the transaction might be higher. For comparison, 

a newbuild Semisubmersible with high specifications had a build cost of $510 million in 2011 (Bassoe, 2020), 

which is close to the secondhand price of the ODN Tay IV rig. Although the secondhand price reflects a close 

price of ordering a new rig at the transaction date, the rig was 12 years at the time of the sale, which indicates 

that the buyer was willing to pay almost the same for a 12-year rig as for a newbuild rig.  

 

The average secondhand price over build cost was approximately $120 million in 2014, which represent an 

average of four secondhand transactions. All four was sold with future contract commitments, and the SS 

Amazonia (Semi, 2011) and the SS Pantanal (Semi, 2010) had both $40 million secondhand price over build 

cost. The estimated contract values for these rigs is $31.5 million and $51.5 million, respectively, in which the 

secondhand price represents the full build costs for these rigs, in addition to the contract value. The other two 

rig transactions in 2014 represents the West Vela (Drillship, 2014) and the West Auriga (Drillship, 2013), sold 

in December and January 2014, respectively. Both rigs had built costs of $595 million, and were sold with 

contract backlogs, running for another six years after transaction date. With dayrates of $565,000/day, and 

estimated contract values of $693 and $756 million, respectively, the secondhand prices of $796.9 million for 

each rig represents almost only the contract values. 
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24 out of the 28 Jackup rigs sold for a secondhand price above its initial build cost was under construction at 

the time of sale. These assets had between one and two years left of construction which indicates that the buyer 

was not only willing to pay a premium for capacity increase, the buyer was also willing to wait one or two 

years before delivery of the rig.  

 

Jackup rig construction typically takes between two years, depending on the available capacity at the shipyards 

(Maersk Drilling, 2018). Purchase of newbuild contracts in the secondhand market could be an indication of a 

willingness to get a slightly speedier delivery of a new rig as opposed to order a new construction, or a signal 

of little capacity at the shipyard and longer build delays, in which investors are willing to pay a premium to 

move up the line. Figure 19 illustrates the average secondhand price above the build cost for Jackup rigs under 

construction.  

 

 
Figure 19: Average secondhand price above build costs for newbuilding transactions. Source: own creation 

Average secondhand prices above build costs for newbuilding transactions are seen in the years 2011 to 2013 

and for 2015, while secondhand newbuilding contracts are on average sold with a loss in 2010 and between 

2016 and 2019. 

 

The most extreme example from this sample is the previously discussed Zacatecas transaction in December 

2011. The rig had expected delivery in the last half of 2012, and had a build cost of $184 million. The rig, or 

the contract to take delivery of this rig was sold for $367 million on the secondhand market, with no future 

contract commitments, which represents a $183 million premium. This can be compared to a relatively high 

oil price in December 2011, of approximately $107.7 per barrel.  
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With the oil price deterioration from August 2014, the remaining years in the estimation period have shown 

newbuilding transactions with a loss, with the exception of one transaction in 2015 with $17.6 million above 

its build costs. 2016 represents one transaction of negative $76 million, while 2017 is an average of a total of 

9 transactions with secondhand price below build cost, ranging between negative $68 million and $75 million. 

2018 represents 3 transactions, with between $57 million and $77 million below build cost. 2019 has 4 

transactions, with between $93 million and $156 million. This is coinciding with decreasing oil prices in the 

period between August 2014, and the oil price bottom in January 2016, but it does not explain the transactions 

in 2018 and 2019, which had oil prices well above $60 per barrel.  

 

These sales of newbuild contracts at a loss can be due to the high newbuild orders of Jackups in the period 

between 2011 and 2014 (Figure 6: Newbuild Orders. Source: RigPoint, own creation. Almost no Jackup 

newbuilds was placed on order after 2014, in which these transactions represent newbuilds that is delayed. 

Drilling companies can defer both newbuild payments and rig deliveries after negotiations with the Shipyards. 

Selling these contracts at a great loss clearly illustrates an illiquid market.  
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9 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS  
 

The fundamental rig analysis estimated fair values of the secondhand rigs at the time of sale, by modelling net 

asset values as discounted future earnings over its remaining design class life, with the assumptions available 

at the time of sale. The NAVs are therefore estimates of fair values in the secondhand market given perfect 

market conditions. It was revealed in the fundamental analysis that the estimated fair values have differed from 

the observed secondhand prices in the estimation period, thus an estimated mispricing. Several observed 

transactions of mispricing were discussed, and compared with coinciding developments in the oil price and rig 

dayrates. It was seen that investors paid up to hundreds of millions of dollars above the estimated fair values 

before the oil price collapsed in the second half of 2014, after which it was seen tendencies of underpricing. 

Several secondhand transactions where investors paid a premium for capacity increase through purchase of 

newbuild contracts were also found. This empirical analysis is statistically testing these observed tendencies 

of mispricing, in which market variables are used to see if it can explain the estimated mispricing in the 

secondhand market.  

 

The estimated overpay variable will be used as the dependent variable throughout the analysis. The overpay 

variable with estimated sensitivity in the NAVs will also be utilized as a dependent variable, thus providing a 

range in the estimated mispricing. The overpay variable has a total of 209 observed transactions, which is 

distributed over 76 different months. An average overpay is calculated for each of the months, similarly to that 

in section 8.3. The market variables for testing are the Brent Crude spot price, which is the most traded 

benchmark for oil, dayrates for the two main asset categories, and fleet utilization rates. The separation 

between Jackup and Floater observations yields 61 and 26 observations, respectively. In time-series analysis, 

where the objective is to find statistical significant predictors of the mispricing in the secondhand market, the 

need for stationary variables are of importance, as interpreting results from spurious regressions is misleading, 

and will not yield any reliable results (Haralambides et. al., 2005).  

 

The test for stationarity in the time-series variables are performed using the ADF test in JMP, and the test is 

evaluated using critical values for the given number of observations. The critical values are collected for the 

number of observations in the test, and based on whether or not there exists a trend in the observations. An 

average approximation has been utilized for number of observations that is not listed in the table by Fuller 

(2009). The test is asymmetrical, so rejection of the null hypothesis of non-stationarity in the data occurs when 

the ADF test is more negative than the critical value under a 1% and 5% significance level (Fuller, 2009). In 

case of no rejection, the variables are transformed into processes that removes serial correlation in the residuals. 

This is done by looking at significant lags in the Auto Correlation (AC) and Partial Auto Correlation Functions 

(PAC) plots. The test is performed for the dependent variable overpay with normal assumptions and EBITDA 
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sensitivity, in addition to the independent rig specific variables Brent Crude, rig dayrates and utilization. The 

results are listed in Table 19. 

 

 
Table 19: ADF test for unit root. Source: Critical values from Fuller (2009), own creation 

The null hypothesis of non-stationarity in the data can be rejected under a 99% level for the overpay variables, 

as the ADF test are more negative than the critical value of -3,55, which is an average of critical values with 

50 and 100 observations. Appendix 4.1 to 4.3 also illustrates that no trend exists in the observations.  

 

For the rig specific variables, the ADF test yields test statistics that are above the critical values, thus the null 

hypothesis of non-stationarity cannot be rejected under a 95% or 99% level. These variables are thus non-

stationary, and have been transformed to AR, I and MA models.  

 

The Brent Crude variable displays a clear trend (Appendix 4.4) in the time-series plot, one significant lag in 

the PAC plot, and highly significant and exponential decreasing lags in the AC plot, in which JMP generates 

the optimal model to be an AR(1) process with one lagged difference term. The variable is now an ARI(1,1) 

process, and the residuals of this process is ADF tested (Appendix 4.5). The null hypothesis of the presence of 

a unit root can similarly be rejected under a 99% level, as -10,31 is more negative than -4,10.  

 

The Jackup dayrate variable are transformed to an ARIMA(3,1,2) process, as three significant lags are present 

in the PAC-plot, while there are three significant lags on the AC plot, and the data is additionally transformed 

with one lagged difference (Appendix 4.6), in which JMP generates to be the optimal model. With 61 

observations, critical values are used for 50 observations in Fullers (2009) table, and the null hypothesis of 

non-stationarity can be rejected under a 99% level. 

 

The same intuition are utilized for the remaining three variables, and there are no serial correlation in the 

residuals when the Floater dayrate variable is transformed to an AR(1) process, the marketed utilization is 
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transformed into a ARMA(4,1) process, and the total utilization is transformed with one lagged difference I(1). 

The time-series plots, AC and PAC plots are listed in Appendix 4.8 to 4.13.  

 

9.1 Mispricing and Brent crude 

The mispricing in the secondhand market is tested with the Brent Crude spot price as the independent variable. 

A positive relationship between the variables are expected, as the oil price determines the activity level in the 

industry. A higher oil price over time will all other equal increase the appetite for exploration and production 

development investments by E&P companies, and rig demand will increase, which in turn will positively affect 

the relative bargaining power of rig owners (Kaiser, 2014). Figure 20 displays the average monthly 

observations of overpay in the secondhand market for both asset categories, paired with the oil price over the 

same period. 

 
Figure 20: Mispricing in secondhand market and Brent crude. Source: Brent crude from Bloomberg, own 

creation 

Figure 20 illustrates a relatively strong tendency of mispricing with the development in the oil price. In the 

period between April 2011 to August 2014, where the average oil price was well above $100 per barrel, there 

is generally seen estimated overpricing in the secondhand market. After the oil price drop, there is seen 

mispricing on the negative side, indicating an effect of the new oil price expectations.  

The spurious regression on the relationship between the dependent variable overpay, and a non-transformed 

independent oil price variable results in a positive correlation of 0.48, and an R-square of 23%. The intercept 

is negative 108,312, which reads a pricing that starts on a negative $108 million from the estimated NAV, and 

a $1.7 million more per dollar the oil price increases. Table 20 summarize the regression results. 
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Table 20: Overpay and Brent crude spot regression summary. Source: own creation 

The interpretation from the spurious regression is however not valid. The transformed Brent crude variable to 

an ARI(1,1) process yields a p-value of 0.6, in which there are no statistical significant correlation between 

the mispricing in the secondhand market and the oil price. Regression diagnostics are performed for the test, 

and reveals that the assumption of linearity of the variables and normality, constant variance and independence 

of the residuals are not sufficient (Appendix 5.1).  

 

The overpay variable is further tested with the sensitivity in the NAV estimates. The +5% EBITDA sensitivity 

yields a higher positive estimated mispricing in the secondhand market, due to the assumption of higher 

dayrates over the rig´s remaining economic life. Spurious regression with the overpay variable with a basis of 

higher NAVs and the non-transformed Brent Crude variable yields an even higher correlation and R-square, 

compared to the spurious regression with normal EBITDA assumptions. The coefficients translate into a more 

negative pricing, and a higher slope per dollar the oil price increases. After transformation of the independent 

variable to an ARI(1,1) process, the OLS regression yields a significant result under a 5% and 10% significance 

level. The test result in a significant positive correlation of 0.25, and R-square of approximately 6%. Table 21 

summarize the regression results. 

 

 
Table 21: Overpay with upper bound in NAV and Brent crude regression summary. Source: own creation 

With the regression on stationary variables, the oil price can only explain approximately 6% of the variation 

in the data, which is not considered sufficient. The coefficients of -1,844 and -58,03 indicates that the 

mispricing from one period to another will initially be -184.4% when the oil price is zero, in which investors 

will bid 58.0% percent less, per percentage the oil price increases. These results do not provide any meaning, 

given how the market works. This is most likely due to the insufficient degree of explanation (R-square), which 

makes the result not valid to make any interpretations.  

 

To further reject the validity of this test, regression diagnostics are performed, and is illustrated in Appendix 

5.2. The scatter plot of the two variables shows that the observations does not fit around the straight line, but 

are clustered, thus not fulfilling the assumption of linearity of the variables. The assumptions of the behavior 

of the regressed residuals are further tested with a normal quantile plot, overlay plot over the regressed 
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studentized residuals, and a Durbin-Watson test. Looking at the normal quantile plot, the residuals are not 

inside the coefficient bands, although more important for smaller data samples. The assumption of normality 

of the residuals can be considered sufficient due to the central limit theorem. The bivariate plot is testing for 

the constant variance of the residuals, and as a clustering around zero is observed, it can be rejected that the 

residuals are heteroskedastic. The assumption of no autocorrelation in the residuals are tested using the Durbin-

Watson test statistic, and the critical values for 75 observations (n) and one variable (k) are lower bound of 

1.448 and upper bound of 1.501 (Newbold, Carlson, & Thorne, 2013, s.598). The found Durbin-Watson value 

is 2.004, which means that it is not sufficient to reject the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation in residuals 

under a 95% level. As the value is above two, it indicates negative autocorrelation in the residuals. Not all of 

the regression diagnostics can be considered fulfilled, and the with a model that can only explain 6% of the 

variation in the data, the test between the overpay variable with an upper bound in NAVs and the Brent crude 

are not considered valid.  

 

The overpay variable is further tested given a lower bound in the sensitivity of the NAVs, which assumes 

lower earnings over the remaining life of the rigs. The spurious regression results in a positive correlation of 

0.40, and the results are summarized in Table 22.  

 

 
Table 22: Overpay with lower bound in NAV and Brent crude regression summary. Source: own creation 

It is seen that this OLS regression with transformation of the oil price to an ARI(1,1) process does not yield 

any significant results, similarly to the results found for the normal and upper bound in the sensitivity of the 

NAVs.  

 

9.2  Mispricing and dayrates 

Freight rates are statistically significant predictors of secondhand ship prices (Tsolakis et. al., 2003). The 

mispricing in the secondhand market for offshore drilling rig is therefore further tested with average dayrates 

for Jackups and Floaters, respectively. For this test, the estimated mispricing for Jackup and Floater 

transactions are separated, which yields 60 and 25 observations, respectively. Figure 21 displays the 

relationship between the mispricing and the average dayrate for Jackups, and Figure 22 displays the same for 

Floaters. 
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Figure 21: Jackup overpay and dayrate. Source: own creation 

The average Jackup dayrates has varied between $51,654 and $157,588/day over the estimation period, with 

the lowest observed in January 2018, and the highest observed in April 2014. These two extremes are 

observed with coinciding secondhand price above and below estimated fair value, respectively, although to a 

small degree. The two most extreme cases to the positive side of the estimated mispricing have incurred in 

months with relatively high average dayrates, but not the highest observed. The relationship between the 

estimated mispricing and the average Jackup dayrate is seen as a positive relationship from the graph, but the 

Jackup dayrate does not look as consistent as with the oil price. This could be due to the fact that shallow 

water operations are cheaper and thus require a lower break-even oil price, which could indicate that the 

dayrate for Jackups are less dependent on variations in the oil price. Floaters however, are hired for drilling 

that is more complex, and thus require a higher oil break-even price.  

 

 
Figure 22: Floater overpay and dayrate. Source: own creation 

The 3-monthly average dayrate for Floaters is following the developments in the oil price more closely than 

that of Jackups. The main difference is while the oil price rebounded after the main crash in August 2014, and 

got up to levels of approximately $80 per barrel in 2018, the recovery Floater dayrate has not materialized. 

This can be explained by the formation of dayrates, and that E&P companies need to see consistency in the oil 

price over time before investing in development of deep-water production fields. The lowest observed average 
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dayrate was in November 2017 of $157,082 per day, close to the highest observed average dayrate for Jackups, 

while the highest observed dayrate incurred in December 2013 of $479,705 per day. The spread in average 

rates are thus higher for Floaters than for Jackups.  

 

OLS regression with transformed variables to ARIMA(3,12) and AR(1) models test the relationship between 

mispricing in the two asset classes with its respective average dayrates. Regressing the variables, including 

testing for mispricing based on an upper and lower bound for the sensitivity in the NAVs does not result in 

any significant results. The regression output is summarized in Table 23.  

 

 
Table 23: Overpay and dayrates regression summary. Source: own creation	

High p-values are observed between 0.13 and 0.89, and the R-squares are low, which indicates that the two 

dayrates are not able to capture much of the variation in the data. As previously seen with tests conducted for 

the upper sensitivity level of NAVs and the oil price, the regression with Jackup dayrates and mispricing based 

on the upper sensitivity level yields the lowest p-value of the group, and the highest R-square.  

 

The lack of a significant relationship with dayrates might be due to the nature of the formation of dayrates. 

The data displays dayrates as new fixtures, and not the average dayrate for rigs operating at a given time. Such 

dayrates would probably give some smoothing of data. Another explanation could be that the dayrate is a 

negotiated term, and not a spot price, and dayrates varies with the rig age, region, and specs over the general 

division between asset types. This could be tested, by sorting the dayrates into market categories and new and 

old rigs, but the variation in the rigs in the data set are too large, and there are not enough observations per 

market category. Nevertheless, it is highly interesting that the tendency for rig owners to overpay in the 

secondhand market has no statistical relationship with the dayrates, which is the industry´s earnings and 

primary driver of value. It is also interesting since this relationship is significant for freight vessels (Tsolakis 

et. al., 2003).  
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9.3 Mispricing and utilization rates 

Lastly, the mispricing in the secondhand market is tested with the capacity utilization rate, including total and 

marketed utilization. The latter rate is naturally higher, as it only includes rigs marketed for a contract, which 

in-turn implies a lower rig supply and a higher utilization rate. The utilization rate is calculated as an average 

term for the two main asset classes Jackups and Floaters. Figure 23 illustrates the overpay with the two 

utilization rates.  

 

 
Figure 23: Overpay and utilization rates. Source: own creation 

The figure reveals some sort of relationship between the overpay variable and the two utilization variables. 

The utilization rate drop in 2015-2017 coincide with underpricing of rigs in the same period. As previously 

discussed, the nature of the utilization rate is persistent, which indicates that even though it intuitively should 

be a positive relationship, there might not be any statistical reliable results.  

 

OLS regression with transformed variables to an ARMA(4,1) and I(1) process for the marketed and total 

utilization rate, respectively, is performed. The regression yields no statistically significant results, as expected, 

and the regression is summarized in Table 24.  

 

 
Table 24: Overpay and fleet utilization regression summary. Source: own creation 

The p-values for both tests are high, and not sufficient to accept a statistical significant relationship between 

the mispricing in the secondhand market and the utilization rate. The R-square, the degree of explanation is 

also diminishing low.  
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10 DISCUSSION 
 
De Bondt and Thaler (1985) proposed that investors overreact to new information, which in turn results in 

asset prices that deviate from reasonable levels. If we assume that rig earnings are mean-reverting in the long 

term, as evident for freight vessels (Greenwood & Hanson, 2013) the fair value of a rig should indicate that 

future earnings reflect past earnings.  

 

Fair value estimation of the secondhand rigs was conducted in the fundamental analysis, and thus it was 

revealed that the estimated fair value had differed in many cases from the observed secondhand price. This 

estimated mispricing formed the basis of investigation, both in trends of mispricing from selected transaction 

cases, and a statistical analysis with market variables. It was seen that investors paid up to hundreds of million 

dollars above the estimated fair values before the oil price collapsed in the second half of 2014, after which it 

was seen tendencies of underpricing.  

 

Several secondhand transactions where investors paid a premium for capacity increase through purchase of 

newbuild contracts with delivery in one to two years were also found. It was also found several examples of 

sales of newbuild contracts steeply discounted in the period between 2017 and 2019. This additional 

investigation was conducted to receive evidence of mispricing, but to eliminate the dependence of estimated 

variables.  

 

The development in the oil price is the fundament for all offshore drilling activity, and the assumption 

throughout the thesis has been that the mispricing in the secondhand market can be seen in the light of oil 

prices, and thus also dayrates and capacity utilization, two measures that is a result of the oil price and general 

market mechanisms. Some of the extreme transaction cases seen in the analysis, and also the tendencies of the 

general pricing in the secondhand market could indicate that investors overreact to new developments in the 

oil price, and thus devaluate long-term information. One can establish this as tendencies seen from specific rig 

transactions, but this prove to be difficult testing statistically. None of the regressions gave any statistical 

significant test result, so the oil price, dayrate and utilization rate have no proven effect on the mispricing on 

the secondhand market.   

 

The mispricing in the secondhand market was estimated based on assumptions available to the buyers at the 

time of sale. The fair values were based on current activity at the time of sale, and fixed earnings and cost 

assumptions based previous earnings in the industry and cost estimates applicable to the specific asset, with 

the assumption of inflation in the components in the long term. In addition, tax, net working capital and five-

yearly maintenance was added to the equation.  
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There are several shortcomings related to the assumptions conducted for estimating net asset values. The 

greatest one of all is the proxy measure utilized for all components not specifically applicable to rigs related 

to its market category, and its contracting status at the time of sale. The correct method would thus be to model 

inputs for each buyer at the time of sale, and this simplification of estimating fair values can have created a 

bias in the estimated results.  

 

The ten listed companies used as a proxy for the risk, taxation and earnings in the industry are companies that 

are first of all in business today. Even though Seadrill Ltd, Vantage and Pacific Drilling that have gone through 

debt restructurings in the past have been included, companies that have gone through bankruptcy and 

discontinuation of operations have not been included. This might create a survivorship bias, in which the 

performance of companies alive today representing the performance of the industry, thus excluding bankrupt 

companies (Brown, et. al., 1992). Companies that today have gone through bankruptcy and liquidated assets 

have been buyers in the secondhand market over the estimation period, one example is Dolphin Drilling. This 

might have created a bias of the assumed performance in the industry.  

 

The validity of the estimated fair values can further be discussed, and that is whether the assumed future 

earnings might be too low. A proper sanity check of the estimated values can be performed by looking at the 

estimated net asset values compared to build costs for rigs delivered in less than a year. The fair values of the 

Jackup West Linus and the Drillship Titanium Explorer, both considerable high specification assets in each 

respective asset classes were both newbuilds at the time of sale and fair values was estimated to be below build 

costs. This raises the question; Why would investors purchase a rig if its estimated present value of future 

earnings would not break-even with the investment done today?  

 

A possible explanation could be related to the assumed design life of a rig. Industry standards and literature 

(Kaiser, 2014) recommend 25 years, but the validity of this assumption can be discussed. There have been 

several transactions over the estimation period of rigs above that age, even as old as 40 years at the time of 

sale. This indicates that the market believes the rig have a longer remaining life of revenue-generating 

operations, or that there have been some significant rig upgrades, which is unavailable information. Some of 

these assets were sold with a backlog (Bassoe, 2020), which clearly illustrates that a 25-design life assumption 

can be argued. 

 

Another explanation is related to the earnings assumptions. The dayrate is estimated implied, based on average 

historical operational margins of the proxy group, and a fixed opex assumption from analytics estimates. The 

margins most importantly represent the operating margin for operating a portfolio of assets, in addition to 

overhead costs (sales, general and administrative). This operating margin thus reflects that not all rigs would 
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generate revenue at all times, and might reflect the additional costs of stacking. It could therefore be argued 

that this earnings assumption used as a basis for fair value estimation might be too low, although it is reflecting 

the observed performance of drilling companies in the industry.  

 

The case of estimated net asset values below build costs for newly delivered rigs are generally seen for high 

specifications units. This brings the question if the building of these rigs can be at all justified. The break-even 

operational margin for the Titanium Explorer and the West Linus is therefore tested, with all other inputs held 

equal. The Titanium Explorer was sold in April 2012 for $794 million, slightly above its build cost of $782 

million. The secondhand price yields a break-even operational margin of approximately 65.29%, while break-

even with build cost is slightly lower of 64.9%, over its assumed remaining 25 years of revenue generating 

operations. The West Linus on the other hand was sold in July 2013 for $600 million, which implies a 62.5% 

margin for break-even, while its build cost of $589 million requires a 61.2% operational margin over its 

remaining life. Such a high margin has only been observed in the industry by Valaris, former Ensco company, 

in the third quarter of 2008 (Ensco, 2008). Even though this margin includes overhead costs and represents a 

portfolio of assets, it is highly questionable if these rigs on a stand-alone basis can achieve an average 

operational margin of over 60% over 25 years. Evidently, the fact that the fair values of new high specification 

rigs have been estimated to be below build costs does not necessarily question the validity of the assumptions 

and results in this thesis, but it can certainly bring doubts to whether these rigs are able to break-even with its 

build cost over its revenue-generating life.  

 

In addition to shortcomings related to the assumptions made for estimating fair values, there are additional 

uncertainties in the data set of secondhand transactions, and thus if these given prices reflects the full price or 

true price of the rigs. Many of the transactions are newbuild contract sales, and there is some uncertainty as to 

whether there is remaining installment at the time of sale of a rig under construction, or if those remain with 

the seller. Typically, ship owners make payments to the shipyards over the period of construction, with a final 

payment at delivery. Rigs under construction have been sold for a secondhand price both above and below its 

build cost, which is the sum of installments paid to the shipyard. It is therefore difficult to tell if the rigs sold 

for a price above its build cost reflect both remaining installments and the willingness to pay above build cost, 

effectively making the true secondhand price even higher, or if the rigs sold for a price below its build cost is 

sold at a discount as the final installments are transferred to the buyer. This component remains an uncertainty 

as access to the purchase contracts have not been granted.  

 

An additional uncertainty is whether the secondhand rigs have been carrying debt that is transferred to the new 

owner, in which the secondhand price might not reflect the true price of the rig. Bonds and notes in the industry 

can be secured on a rig, especially if the rig is carrying a backlog, thus providing financial flexibility for rig 
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owners. Debt covenants for the rigs sold over the estimation period is unavailable, so without any proof, it 

could be reasonable to assume that debt covenants could prohibit the sale of a rig before an eventual debt has 

been repaid.  

 

Although there are shortcomings related to the assumptions made for estimating fair rig values, and 

uncertainties in the true secondhand prices, these uncertainties do not necessarily explain the full reason of 

why the empirical analysis did not result in any significant results. Firstly, this can be tracked to the quality of 

data, or the lack of data. Research on the secondhand market for freight vessels conduct testing directly on the 

secondhand prices, as the transaction volume and historical data are large enough to segment the different ship 

types, size and ages (Hale & Vanags, 1992; Glen, 1997). The same amount of data points for the secondhand 

market for offshore rig are not available, which ultimately led to the de-reute of estimating mispricing to 

evaluate trends in pricing on this market over time. The second problem evolves just around the fact that the 

testing is conducted on an estimated variable, not observed data points. Even if the analysis resulted in 

significant predictors, the mispricing is based on assumptions, which might not make any significant results 

valid for interpretation. 

 

There has been no previous empirical research on the secondhand market for offshore drilling rigs, nor has 

there been conducted any studies on the pricing in this market. It has clearly been observed transaction 

examples which indicates that the market might not be efficient, given the large difference in pricing over the 

years. This thesis therefore serves as preliminary research, and there might be other more important factors 

that is not covered in this analysis that could explain the pricing in the secondhand market over the past decade.  

While there could be other areas for further investigation, and even if significant drivers of the secondhand 

prices were found, the fact that the secondhand market are highly illiquid could question the relevance and use 

of further research.  

 

Authors of literature on the secondhand market for freight vessels have recognized that the effect of market 

illiquidity could affect the validity of trading strategies and findings, based on freight rates being significant 

predictors of the secondhand price (Tsolakis et. al., 2003). The effect of an illiquid market is that investors are 

not likely to be able to sell or buy rigs at a short notice. In addition to not finding an asset for sale or an 

interested party, there are substantial time delays related to transactions in the secondhand market compared 

to liquid stock markets (Adland & Koekbakker, 2004). There are typically negotiation rounds and inspections 

of potential rigs before purchase. The combination of a time delay of finding an interested party and the 

transaction itself, indicates that estimated profits from asset speculation could vanish. Figure 24 displays the 

number of secondhand transactions from 2010 to 2019 and the oil price over the same period.  
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Figure 24: Transaction volume and Brent crude. Source: Brent crude from Bloomberg, own creation 

The figure illustrates the relationship between secondhand transaction volume and the oil price, adjusted for 

transactions due to M&A and liquidation. It suggests a positive relationship between secondhand volume and 

the state of the market, that is, the oil price. This is seen especially in 2015 and 2016, after the oil price crash 

in 2014, and again in 2019. In light of market illiquidity, further research in finding drivers of the secondhand 

pricing for offshore drilling rigs could prove unnecessary, as there is question to the use of it. If significant 

drivers were found, market illiquidity makes timing of asset purchase and sale difficult, which could make this 

market difficult for asset speculation. 
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11 CONCLUSION 
 
This thesis provides an analysis of the pricing on the secondhand market for offshore rigs, with the focus of 

explaining the pricing in the light of the oil price and rig dayrates. The fair values of the rigs at the time of 

transaction was based on estimates of future expected earnings over the remaining economic life, less operating 

costs, capital expenditures, tax and net working capital. As such, the fair values of the rig transactions at the 

time of sale was conducted for the sample of 209 secondhand transactions. A large variation in the estimated 

net asset values were found, due to the differences in rigs related to asset classes, build specifications and age 

at transaction date. The estimated net asset values were highly influenced by high specification units, especially 

contributing to a large value if the rigs were of young age at the time of sale. Assets sold with contract backlog, 

especially the transactions seen with long durations and high dayrates also yielded a high estimated value. Rigs 

with age of 25 or older at transaction date was awarded a scrap value, thus assuming no remaining revenue 

generating life.  

 

These transactions were further compared with the secondhand pricing at transaction date, in which the 

variable mispricing was estimated. This estimate was compared with market variables over the period from 

2010 to 2019, including the oil price and rig dayrates. It was found a tendency of positive mispricing in the 

period between 2010 and until the second half of 2014, in which negative mispricing was found. This coincide 

with the developments in the oil price and dayrates. It was found that investors tend to pay above the estimated 

fair values of the rigs with an oil price above $70 per barrel, and rigs have been sold with a steep estimated 

discount after the oil price drop from August 2014, and the subsequent market downturn in the offshore drilling 

industry. It is similarly seen tendencies of investors willing to pay a premium for capacity increase through 

purchasing newbuild contracts in the period between 2011 and 2014, coinciding with high oil prices and 

dayrates, while rigs under construction was sold with a discount between 2015 and 2019.  

 

One can establish this as tendencies seen from specific rig transactions, but the empirical analysis proves this 

to be difficult testing statistically. The estimated mispricing on the secondhand market for offshore drilling 

rigs have no significant relationship with the market variables the oil price, rig dayrates and fleet utilization.  

 

There might be other factors that could explain the pricing better, but due to a highly illiquid market, further 

research on finding any significant predictors of the pricing would thus be of little use.  
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13 APPENDIX 
 
Appendix 1: Beta  
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Appendix 2: NAV inputs (USD thousand) 
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Appendix 3: NAV build-up (NPV contributions (USD thousand)) 
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Appendix 4: Stationary testing for variables in regression: ADF test 
4.1: Overpay ADF test 

 
 
4.2: Overpay +5% EBITDA ADF test 

 
 
4.3: Overpay -5% EBITDA ADF test 
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4.4: Brent Crude ADF test: 

 
 
4.5: Brent crude ARI (1,1) ADF test on residuals: 
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4.6: Jackup dayrate ADF test: 

 
 
4.7: Jackup dayrate ARIMA(3,2,1) ADF test on residuals: 
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4.8: Floater dayrate ADF test 

 
 
4.9: Floater dayrate AR(1) residuals ADF test 
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4.10: Jackup Marketed Utilization ADF test:  

 
 
4.11: Jackup Marketed Utilization ARMA(4,1) ADF test 
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4.12: Floater Marketed Utilization ADF test 

 
 
4.13: Floater Marketed Utilization I(1) ADF test 
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Appendix 5: Regression diagnostics for empirical analysis 
5.1: Overpay vs. Brent Crude 
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5.2: Overpay +5% EBITDA vs. Brent Crude 
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5.3: Overpay -5% EBITDA vs. Brent Crude 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 


